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BEHAVIOR OF GEODESIC-LENGTH FUNCTIONS ON

TEICHMÜLLER SPACE

Scott A. Wolpert

Abstract

Let T be the Teichmüller space of marked genus g, n punc-
tured Riemann surfaces with its bordification T the augmented Te-

ichmüller space of marked Riemann surfaces with nodes, [Abi77,
Ber74]. Provided with the WP metric, T is a complete CAT (0)
metric space, [DW03, Wol03, Yam04]. An invariant of a marked
hyperbolic structure is the length ℓα of the geodesic α in a free
homotopy class. A basic feature of Teichmüller theory is the in-
terplay of two-dimensional hyperbolic geometry, Weil-Petersson
(WP) geometry and the behavior of geodesic-length functions.
Our goal is to develop an understanding of the intrinsic local
WP geometry through a study of the gradient and Hessian of
geodesic-length functions. Considerations include expansions for
the WP pairing of gradients, expansions for the Hessian and co-
variant derivative, comparability models for the WP metric, as
well as the behavior of WP geodesics, including a description of
the Alexandrov tangent cone at the augmentation. Approxima-
tions and applications for geodesics close to the augmentation are
developed. An application for fixed points of group actions is de-
scribed. Bounding configurations and functions on the hyperbolic
plane is basic to our approach. Considerations include analyzing
the orbit of a discrete group of isometries and bounding sums of
the inverse square exponential-distance.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Collections of geodesic-length functions provide lo-
cal coordinates for Teichmüller space. Gardiner provided a formula for
the differential of geodesic-length and for the WP gradient of geodesic-
length, [Gar75]. In [Wol82] a geometric and analytic description of the
deformation vector field for the infinitesimal Fenchel-Nielsen right twist
tα revealed the twist-length duality formula 2tα = i grad ℓα, [Wol82,
Thrm. 2.10]. The formula combines with the calculation of the twist
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variation of length to give a formula for the WP Riemannian pairing

〈grad ℓα, i grad ℓβ〉 = −2
∑

p∈α∩β

cos θp

for geodesics α, β, [Wol83, Thrm. 3.3]. Hyperbolic trigonometric
formulas were also provided for the Lie derivative tαtβℓγ and the Lie
bracket [tα, tβ], [Wol83, Thrm. 3.4, Thrm. 4.8]. The convexity of
geodesic-length functions along twist and earthquake paths is a conse-
quence, [Ker83, Wol83]. In [Wol87] an analytic description of defor-
mation vector fields was applied to find that geodesic-length functions
are strictly convex along WP geodesics. The WP geodesic convexity of
Teichmüller space is a consequence.

1.2. The gradient and Hessian of geodesic-length. Riera has pro-
vided a formula for the pairing of geodesic-length gradients, [Rie05,
Theorem 2]. Let R be a finite area Riemann surface R with uniformiza-
tion group Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R) acting on the upper half plane H. For closed

geodesics α, β on R with deck transformations A,B with axes α̃, β̃ on
H the pairing formula is

〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 =
2

π


ℓαδαβ +

∑

〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉

(
u log

u+ 1

u− 1
− 2

)


for the Kronecker delta δ∗, where for C ∈ 〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉, u = u(α̃, C(β̃))

is the cosine of the intersection angle if α̃ and C(β̃) intersect and is

otherwise cosh d(α̃, C(β̃)); for α = β the double-coset of the identity
element is omitted from the sum. In Section 3.4 we compare the sum
to
∑

〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉 e
−2d, and use a mean value estimate and analysis of the

orbit of Γ to find the following.

Lemma. The WP pairing of geodesic-length gradients of disjoint

geodesics α, β satisfies

0 < 〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 −
2

π
ℓαδαβ is O(ℓ2αℓ

2
β),

where for c0 positive the remainder term constant is uniform for ℓα, ℓβ ≤
c0. The shortest nontrivial segment on H/Γ connecting α and β con-

tributes a term of order ℓ2αℓ
2
β to the pairing.

Further considerations provide an almost sharp general bound for
the norm of the gradient. The expansion is one of several suggesting

introduction of the root geodesic-lengths ℓ
1/2
α and the root geodesic-

length gradients λα = grad ℓ
1/2
α for which 〈λα, λα〉 = 1

2π +O(ℓ3α).
A description of the deformation vector field on H was developed from

the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism in [Wol87]. The description enables
the calculation of a second order deformation beginning from the har-
monic Beltrami differential representing the infinitesimal deformation.
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The resulting expressions [Wol87, Lemma 4.2, Coro. 4.3, Lemma 4.4,
Coro. 4.5] are complicated. We show now that the infinite horizon-
tal strip is better suited for the calculation. The resulting expressions
are simpler and the formulas enable Hessian bounds. In Section 3.2 we
present a formula for the Hessian and find the following.

Corollary. The complex and real Hessians of geodesic-length are uni-

formly comparable

∂∂ℓα ≤ Hess ℓα ≤ 3∂∂ℓα.

The first and second derivatives of geodesic-length satisfy

2ℓαℓ̈α[µ, µ] − ℓ̇2α[µ] − 3ℓ̇2α[iµ] ≥ 0 and ℓα∂∂ℓα − 2∂ℓα∂ℓα ≥ 0

for a harmonic Beltrami differential µ = ϕ(ds2)−1 with equality only for

the elementary ϕ = a(dz
z )2.

We apply the formulas to study geodesic-length and the length of
compactly supported geodesic laminations. A geodesic lamination is
a closed subset of a surface which is foliated by complete geodesics.
A measured geodesic lamination with compact support is a compact
geodesic lamination with a transverse measure which supports the lam-
ination. A transverse measure υ is alternately specified on the space
G of complete geodesics on the upper half plane. For a point p and a
complete geodesic β̃ on H the distance d(p, β̃) is defined. We consider

the inverse square exponential-distance Pυ(p) =
∫
G e

−2d(p,β̃) dυ(β̃). The

integral compares to ℓυ
∫

H
e−2d(p,q) dA. The map υ → Pυ from ML0

measured geodesic laminations with compact support to C(R) is con-
tinuous in the compact-open topology; see Lemma 3.10. In Section 3.3
we bound the Hessian of geodesic-length as follows.

Theorem. The Hessian of length of a measured geodesic lamination

υ is bounded in terms of the WP pairing and the weight Pυ as follows:

〈µ, µPυ〉 ≤ 3π∂∂ℓυ[µ, µ] ≤ 16〈µ, µPυ〉

and

〈µ, µPυ〉 ≤ 3πℓ̈υ[µ, µ] ≤ 48〈µ, µPυ〉

for µ a harmonic Beltrami differential. There are positive functions c1
and c2 such that

c1(injred )ℓυ〈 , 〉 ≤ ∂∂ℓυ, ℓ̈υ ≤ c2(injred )ℓυ〈 , 〉

for the reduced injectivity radius with c1(ρ) an increasing function van-

ishing at the origin and c2(ρ) a decreasing function tending to infinity

at the origin.

In Section 3.4 we separate the contribution of the zeroth rotational
term in the collar and apply the Cauchy Integral Formula and Schwarz
Lemma to find the following elaboration.
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Theorem. The variation of geodesic-length ℓα satisfies

2ℓαℓ̈α[µ, µ] − ℓ̇2α[µ] − 3ℓ̇2α[iµ] is O(ℓ3α‖µ‖
2
WP )

and

ℓα∂∂ℓα[µ, µ] − 2∂ℓα[µ]∂ℓα[µ] is O(ℓ3α‖µ‖
2
WP )

for a harmonic Beltrami differential µ where for c0 positive the remain-

der term constant is uniform for ℓα ≤ c0.

An intrinsic expansion for covariant differentiation follows from the
direct relation with the Hessian; see Section 3.4. The almost complex
structure of Teichmüller space is parallel with respect to WP covariant
differentiation.

Theorem. The WP covariant derivative D of the root geodesic-length

gradient λα satisfies

DUλα = 3ℓ−1/2
α 〈Jλα, U〉Jλα +O(ℓ3/2

α ‖U‖)

for J the almost complex structure and ‖ ‖ the WP norm. For c0 positive

the remainder term constant is uniform for ℓα ≤ c0.

1.3. The augmentation, WP comparisons and the Alexandrov

tangent cone. The augmentation T is a bordification (a partial com-
pactification) introduced by extending the range of Fenchel-Nielsen pa-
rameters, [Abi77, Ber74]. The added points correspond to unions
of marked hyperbolic surfaces with formal pairings of cusps. For a
geodesic-length ℓα equal to zero in place of the geodesic α, there appears
a pair of cusps; the marking map is a homeomorphism from the comple-
ment of a curve to a union of hyperbolic surfaces. In general, for a collec-
tion σ of homotopically non trivial, non peripheral simple closed curves
the locus T (σ) = {ℓα = 0 | α ∈ σ} ⊂ T has codimension twice the car-
dinality of σ. We show in Corollary 4.10 that on T the distance dT (σ)

to the closure of T (σ) satisfies dT (σ) ≤ (2π
∑

α∈σ ℓα)1/2 and dT (σ) =

(2π
∑

α∈σ ℓα)1/2 +O(
∑

α∈σ ℓ
5/2
α ).

As a means for understanding the geometry and the drop of dimen-
sion at the augmentation we describe a frame for the tangent bundle
of T near T (σ) in terms of geodesic-lengths. We first consider the de-
scription of the bordification in terms of representations of groups and
the Chabauty topology. We find that the pairing 〈grad ℓβ, grad ℓγ〉 is
continuous at T (σ) for closed curves β and γ disjoint from σ. Then for
p ∈ T (σ) corresponding to a union of marked hyperbolic surfaces we
define a relative length basis as a collection τ of simple closed curves
disjoint from the elements of σ such that at p the geodesic-lengths
ℓβ , β ∈ τ, provide local coordinates for T (σ). We consider the WP
Riemannian pairing matrix P for {λα, iλα, grad ℓβ}α∈σ, β∈τ where pair-
ings with λα on {ℓα = 0} are determined by continuity. We show in
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Lemma 4.2 that P is the germ of a continuous map from T to the gen-
eral linear group GL(R) and in Corollary 4.11 that the pairing satisfies
P (q) = P (p) + O(dWP (p, q)). The local frames provide for a bundle
extension over T of the tangent bundle of T .

We combine techniques in Section 4.1 to find comparisons and expan-
sions for the WP metric. Comparisons are given in terms of geodesic-
lengths for a partition σ, a maximal collection of 3g − 3 + n disjoint
distinct simple non trivial non peripheral free homotopy classes. Com-
parisons are for the Bers regions B = {ℓα ≤ c | α ∈ σ}. The complex

differentials {∂ℓ
1/2
α }α∈σ provide a global frame for the tangent bundle

of T , [Wol82, Thrm. 3.7].

Theorem. The WP metric is comparable to a sum of first and sec-

ond derivatives of geodesic-length functions for a partition σ and J the

almost complex structure as follows

〈 , 〉 ≍
∑

α∈σ

(dℓ1/2
α )2 + (dℓ1/2

α ◦ J)2 ≍
∑

α∈σ

Hess ℓα

where given c0 positive there are positive constants c1 and c2 for the

comparability on the Bers region B = {ℓα ≤ c0 | α ∈ σ}. The WP

metric has the expansions

〈 , 〉 = 2π
∑

α∈σ

(dℓ1/2
α )2 + (dℓ1/2

α ◦ J)2 +O

((
∑

α∈σ

ℓ3α

)
〈 , 〉

)

=
π

6

∑

α∈σ

Hess ℓ2α
ℓα

+O

((
∑

α∈σ

ℓ2α

)
〈 , 〉

)

at the maximal frontier point of T for the partition σ.

The expansions are a counterpart to Masur’s original local expan-
sion, [Mas76]. To date all expansions involves considerations of alge-
braic geometry and the local plumbing family {zw = t} → {|t| < 1}.
The present formulas are intrinsic to hyperbolic geometry and are valid
on the larger Bers regions. The total geodesic-length of a partition is
uniformly convex on WP geodesics in the Bers region. The above com-
parability on Bers regions provides for local considerations for Brock’s
quasi isometry of the pants complex CP to Teichmüller space with the
WP metic, [Bro03]. A Lipschitz model for Teichmüller space can now
be constructed from the pants complex CP and corresponding Bers re-
gions.

In [Wol13] we use the current techniques of investigation to develop
a normal form for the WP Riemanninan connection for surfaces with
short geodesics. The normal form is used to establish approximation
of geodesics in strata of the bordification T . Considerations are then
combined to establish the convexity along WP geodesics of the functions
the distance between horocycles for a hyperbolic metric with cusps.
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In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we combine techniques to investigate geodesics
terminating at the augmentation. We consider in Corollary 4.10 the
tangent field for a geodesic γ(t) terminating at T (σ). The geodesic-

length functions for α ∈ σ have one-sided C2 expansions ℓ
1/2
α (γ(t)) =

aαt + O(t5), while the tangent field pairings have one-sided C1 expan-
sions with 〈 d

dt , Jλα〉 bounded as O(t4). Additionally, on a geodesic a
geodesic-length function either vanishes identically or has positive initial
one-sided derivative. Earlier expansions indicate that the metric tan-
gent cone at the augmentation is singular, [DW03, Wol03, Yam04].
We consider the Alexandrov tangent cone as a generalization of the tan-
gent space. See [BH99, Chap. II.3] for the notion of the Alexandrov
angle for CAT (0) metric spaces. A triple of points (p, q, r) has Euclidean
comparison triangle with angle ∠(p, q, r) at p determined by the Law of
Cosines. For constant speed geodesics γ0(t), γ1(t) with common initial
point, the comparison angle for (γ0(0), γ1(t), γ1(t

′)) is a non decreasing
function of t and t′. The Alexandrov angle ∠(γ0, γ1) is the limit for t
and t′ tending to zero. The Alexandrov tangent cone ACp is the set of
constant speed geodesics beginning at p modulo the equivalence relation
same speed and at zero angle.

We present for an augmentation point p ∈ T (σ) an isometry between

the Alexandrov tangent cone ACp and the product R
|σ|
≥0 ×TpT (σ), with

the first factor the Euclidean orthant and the second factor the stra-
tum tangent space with WP metric. The Alexandrov tangent cone is
given the structure of an inner product by the formal relation 〈γ0, γ1〉 =
‖γ′0‖‖γ

′
1‖ cos ∠(γ0, γ1). For a relative length basis τ the mapping for a

WP geodesic γ(t) beginning at p is given by associating

Λ : γ → (2π)1/2 dL(γ)

dt
(0)

the initial one-sided derivative of L(γ(t)) = (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β )α∈σ, β∈τ (γ(t)).

The tuple ( ℓ
1/2
β )β ∈ τ provides local coordinates for T (σ) and thus

(2π)1/2
(dℓ

1/2

β (γ)

dt (0)
)
β∈τ

defines a tangent vector in TpT (σ). The follow-

ing is presented in Section 4.3.

Theorem. The mapping Λ from the WP Alexandrov tangent cone

ACp to R
|σ|
≥0 × TpT (σ) is an isometry of cones with restrictions of in-

ner products. A WP terminating geodesic γ with a root geodesic-length

function initial derivative
dℓ

1/2
α (γ)
dt (0) vanishing is contained in the stra-

tum {ℓα = 0}, T (σ) ⊂ {ℓα = 0}. Geodesics γ0 and γ1 at zero angle

have comparison angles ∠(p, γ0(t), γ1(t)) bounded as O(t).

We present applications of the geometry of the tangent cone.

1.4. The model metric 4dr2+r6dϑ2 and Fenchel-Nielsen coordi-

nates. Understanding of WP geometry is forwarded by the comparison
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to the model metric 4dr2 +r6dϑ2 for the plane R2. Preliminary forms of
a model metric were presented earlier, [DW03, Wol86, Yam04]. We
describe the geometry of the model metric and the comparison between
a product of model metrics and WP. The comparison accounts for the
expansion for the WP connection and recent properties of WP sectional
curvature, as well as the description of the Alexandrov tangent cone.
We find that the model metric also provides expansions for the WP
metric in Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates.

Basic properties include the following. The 2-dimensional Kähler
model metric is non complete on R2 − {0}. Coordinate vector fields
are evaluated with 〈 ∂

∂r ,
∂
∂r 〉 = 4, 〈 ∂

∂r ,
∂
∂ϑ〉 = 0 and 〈 ∂

∂ϑ ,
∂
∂ϑ〉 = r6. The

Riemannian connection D is determined through the relations for vector
fields DU 〈V,W 〉 = 〈DUV,W 〉 + 〈V,DUW 〉 and DUV −DV U = [U, V ].
The formulas for the model connection are

D ∂
∂r

∂
∂r = 0, D ∂

∂ϑ

∂
∂r = D ∂

∂r

∂
∂ϑ = 3

r
∂
∂ϑ and D ∂

∂ϑ

∂
∂ϑ = −3

4 r
5 ∂

∂r .

The formulas are combined with the derivation property to evaluate the
curvature tensor R(U, V )W = DUDVW−DVDUW−D[U,V ]W . The Lie

bracket of coordinate vector fields [ ∂
∂r ,

∂
∂ϑ ] vanishes and from the above

evaluations R( ∂
∂r ,

∂
∂ϑ) ∂

∂ϑ = −3
2 r

4 ∂
∂r . The 2-plane ∂

∂r ∧ ∂
∂ϑ has area 2r3

and the sectional curvature of the model metric is

〈R( ∂
∂r ,

∂
∂ϑ) ∂

∂ϑ ,
∂
∂r 〉

‖ ∂
∂r ∧ ∂

∂ϑ‖
2

=
−3

2r2
.

A comparison of metrics involves the deformation parameter for the
angle ϑ, and in particular involves counterparts for the vector field ∂

∂ϑ
and the differential dϑ. We explain in Section 4.2 that for an increment
of the angle of 2π to correspond to a full rotation (a Dehn right twist in
the mapping class group) the corresponding unit Fenchel-Nielsen infini-

tesimal angle variation is Tα = (2π)−1ℓ
3/2
α Jλα = (2π)−1ℓαtα. The vari-

ation Tα is the counterpart for ∂
∂ϑ . The definition of Tα is intrinsic, not

involving auxiliary choices. A counterpart candidate for the differential
dϑ is the differential of a Fenchel-Nielsen angle; see Section 4.1. There
are limitations to the selection of the Fenchel-Nielsen angle. The first
is that the definition requires the choice of free homotopy classes of two
auxiliary simple closed curves; in fact, arbitrary pairs of disjoint classes
disjoint from the original curve occur. The second is that the differ-
ential geometric properties of the Fenchel-Nielsen angle on Teichmüller
space are not available. In Definition 4.15 we use the Fenchel-Nielsen
angle variation and WP pairing to introduce the Fenchel-Nielsen gauge

1-form ̺α = 2π(ℓ
3/2
α 〈λα, λα〉)

−1〈 , Jλα〉 where dℓ
1/2
α ◦ J = 〈 , Jλα〉. The

Fenchel-Nielsen gauge satisfies the basic property ̺α(Tα) = 1 and the
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definition does not involve auxiliary choices. The differential geomet-
ric properties of Fenchel-Nielsen gauges are presented in Lemma 4.16,
including an expansion relating gauges to angles.

We are ready to relate the WP and model geometry. Following the
lead of existing expansions, we set for a geodesic-length 2π2r2α = ℓα for
which 21/2πdrα = 〈 , λα〉 in terms of the root geodesic-length gradient.
The above comparison theorem becomes the following.

Theorem. The WP metric is comparable for a partition σ as follows

〈 , 〉 ≍
∑

α∈σ

4dr2α + r6α̺
2
α

for the Fenchel-Nielsen gauges where given c0 positive there are positive

constants c1 and c2 for the comparability on the Bers region B = {ℓα ≤
c0 | α ∈ σ}. The WP metric has the expansion

〈 , 〉 = π3
∑

α∈σ

4dr2α + r6α̺
2
α +O

((
∑

α∈σ

ℓ3α

)
〈 , 〉

)

at the maximal frontier point of T for the partition σ.

Again, the comparison is for a larger Bers region. Constants agree
with earlier expansions, [Wol03, Coro. 4].

We are ready to relate the product of model metrics
∑

α∈σ 4dr2α +

r6αdϑ
2
α to the WP pairing π−3〈 , 〉. The comparison is based on ∂

∂rα
hav-

ing as analog 23/2π2λα and ∂
∂ϑα

having as analog the Fenchel-Nielsen

angle variation Tα = (2π)−1 ℓ
3/2
α J λα. The Kähler form for the

model metric is
∑

α∈σ 2r3αdrαdϑα = (4π4)−1
∑

α∈σ ℓαdℓαdϑα, which for
the Fenchel-Nielsen angle 2πτα/ℓα corresponds to the known formula
(2π3)−1

∑
α∈σ dℓαdτα, [Wol85, Wol07]. The above theorem provides

equality of norms modulo the higher order O-term. The above expan-
sion for the pairing 〈λα, λα〉 = 1

2π + O(ℓ3α), the theorem on the WP

connection, and definitions for 2π2r2α = ℓα and Tα combine to provide
the following covariant derivative formulas

Dλαλα = O(ℓ3/2
α ), DTα(23/2π2λα) = D23/2π2λα

Tα =
3

rα
Tα +O(ℓ3α)

and DTαTα =
−3

4
r5α(23/2π2λα) +O(ℓ9/2

α )

in direct correspondence to the formulas for the model connection. Re-

latedly the root geodesic-length along a WP geodesic with ℓ
1/2
α small is

modeled by the radius function along a geodesic of the model metric.
The principal terms of the derivative of 23/2π2λα and Tα correspond to
the derivative of ∂

∂r and ∂
∂θ .

We next describe comparisons for curvature. WP sectional curva-
ture is negative with an upper bound of O(−ℓ) and a lower bound
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of O(−ℓ−1) for ℓ the length of the shortest closed geodesic, [Huaar].
Huang describes tangent planes realizing the bounds. In particular, in
agreement with the model metric the curvature is O(−ℓ−1

α ) for a plane
∂

∂rα
∧ ∂

∂ϑα
. Huang also shows from the almost product structure that

planes spanned by an α-factor tangent and an α′-factor tangent have
curvature O(−ℓα−ℓα′). Additional planes of small curvature correspond
to components of surfaces represented in the augmentation. He further
finds that the subset Tℓ≥c ⊂ T of surfaces with a fixed positive lower
bound for the length of the shortest closed geodesic has a lower bound
for sectional curvature independent of genus and number of punctures,
[Hua07]. The uniform curvature bounds are consistent with a uniform
bound for the magnitude of the C2-norm of the difference of the WP
and product model metrics.

I would like to thank Sumio Yamada for conversations.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Collars and cusp regions. A Riemann surface with hyperbolic
metric can be considered as the union of a thick region where the in-
jectivity radius is bounded below by a positive constant, and the com-
plementary thin region. The totality of all thick regions of Riemann
surfaces of a given topological type forms a compact set of metric spaces
in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology. A thin region is a disjoint union of
collar and cusp regions. We describe basic properties of collars and cusp
regions including bounds for the injectivity radius and separation.

We follow Buser’s presentation [Bus92, Chap. 4]. For a geodesic α of
length ℓα on a Riemann surface, the collar about the geodesic is C(α) =
{d(p, α) ≤ w(α)} for the width w(α), sinhw(α) sinh ℓα/2 = 1. For H,
the upper half plane with hyperbolic distance d( , ) a collar is covered by
the region {d(z, iR+) ≤ w(α)} ⊂ H with deck transformations generated
by z → eℓαz. The quotient {d(z, iR+) ≤ w(α)}/〈z → eℓαz

〉
embeds into

the Riemann surface. For z in H the prescribed region is approximately
{ℓα/2 ≤ arg z ≤ π − ℓα/2}. A cusp region C∞ is covered by the region
{ℑz ≥ 1/2} ⊂ H with deck transformations generated by z → z + 1.
The quotient {ℑz ≥ 1/2}/〈z → z+1〉 embeds into the Riemann surface.
The boundary of a collar C(α) for ℓα bounded and boundary of a cusp
region C∞ have length approximately 2.

Theorem 2.1. For a Riemann surface of genus g with n punctures,

given pairwise disjoint simple closed geodesics α1, . . . , αm, there exist

simple closed geodesics αm+1, . . . , α3g−3+n such that α1, . . . , α3g−3+n are

pairwise disjoint. The collars C(αj) about αj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3g − 3 + n, and

the cusp regions are mutually pairwise disjoint.

On thin the injectivity radius is bounded below in terms of the dis-
tance into a collar or cusp region. For a point p of a collar or cusp
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region write inj(p) for the injectivity radius of the Riemann surface
and δ(p) for the distance to the boundary of the collar or cusp region.
The injectivity radius is bounded as follows, [Wol92, II, Lemma 2.1].

Lemma 2.2. The product inj(p) eδ(p) of injectivity radius and expo-

nential distance to the boundary is bounded below by a positive constant.

Simple infinite geodesics occur as leaves of laminations. We are in-
terested in the behavior of inj(p) along a simple complete (infinite or
closed) geodesic. The standard consideration for cusp regions general-
izes as follows.

Lemma 2.3. A simple geodesic is either disjoint from the thin region,

or is the core of an included collar, or crosses at least half an included

collar, or crosses a cusp region.

Proof. On H let A be the deck transformation z → eℓαz for a collar
and z → z + 1 for a cusp. Consider a lift β̃ of the simple geodesic with
endpoints b1 < b2 in R ∪ {∞}. If for a collar either b1, b2 is infinity
or zero, then β spirals to α and so crosses half the collar; if similarly
the product b1b2 is negative, then β intersects α and crosses the collar.
If for a cusp either b1, b2 is infinity, then β crosses the cusp region. If
β does not cross a region then we consider the interval [b1, b2] and its
translates by A and A−1. If the interval and a translate overlap then
β̃ intersects either A(β̃) or A−1(β̃) interior to H. Since β is simple it
follows that the interval [b1, b2] is contained in a fundamental domain for
A. The extremal position for an interval is given by the configuration
with A(b1) = b2 or with A(b2) = b1. For a cusp region the height of β̃
is 1/2 and β only intersects the boundary of the region. For a collar
(with b1 > 0) we consider the quadrilateral with vertices b1, ib1, ib2, b2
and vertex angles 0, π

2 ,
π
2 , 0. The hyperbolic trigonometry of the quadri-

lateral provides the equality sinh d(α, β) sinh ℓα/2 = 1, [Bus92, Thrm.
2.3.1]. The geodesic β only intersects the boundary of the collar. The
proof is complete.

2.2. Mean value estimates. A mean value estimate provides a sim-
ple method for bounding a function. Our considerations involve bounds
for holomorphic quadratic differentials and sums of translates of the
exponential-distance on the upper half plane. Holomorphic functions as
well as eigenfunctions with positive eigenvalue of the hyperbolic Lapla-
cian satisfy the area mean value property, [Fay77, Coro. 1.3]. A holo-
morphic function or λ > 0 eigenfunction satisfies

f(ρ) = c(ρ, λ)

∫

B(p,ρ)
f dA

on the upper half plane for B a hyperbolic metric ball and dA the
hyperbolic area element. We consider the following specializations.
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A harmonic Beltrami differential is given as µ = ϕ(ds2)−1 for ϕ a
holomorphic quadratic differential and ds2 the hyperbolic metric. A
harmonic Beltrami differential satisfies a mean value estimate

|µ|(p) ≤ c(ρ)

∫

B(p,ρ)
|µ| dA

as a consequence of the rotational symmetry of the metric and the mean
value property for holomorphic functions for circles. Eigenfunctions
with positive eigenvalue satisfy the mean value property. For positive
eigenvalue λ = s(s − 1) the rotationally invariant potential about a

point of H is a negative function of distance asymptotic to −ce−sd(p,q)

for large distance, [Fay77, p. 155]. It follows directly for s > 1 that the

comparable function e−sd(p,q) satisfies a mean value estimate. Finally,
for a point in H given in polar form reiθ, the function u(θ) = 1− θ cot θ
is a positive 2-eigenfunction and satisfies the mean value property. It
follows directly that min{u(θ), u(π − θ)} and the comparable functions

sin2 θ = sech2 d(p, iR+) and e−2d(p,iR+) satisfy mean value estimates.
We will consider metric balls on the Riemann surface R for the mean

value estimate and use the injectivity radius to bound the covering
number from the upper half plane. From the description of collars
and cusp regions the covering number for a fixed radius ball in H is
bounded in terms of inj−1 with constant determined by the radius
of the ball. We summarize the considerations for a Riemann surface
R = H/Γ, Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R) with the following.

Lemma 2.4. Harmonic Beltrami differentials and the exponential-

distance functions e−2d(p,q), sech2 d(p, α̃) and e−2d(p,α̃) for a geodesic α̃
satisfy a mean value estimate on H with constant determined by the

radius of the ball. A non negative function f satisfying a mean value

estimate on H and a subset of the discrete group G ⊂ Γ satisfy
∑

A∈G

f(A(p)) ≤ c inj(p)−1

∫

∪A∈GA(B(p,ρ))
f dA

with constant determined by the mean value constant.

2.3. Teichmüller space and geodesic-length functions. Let T be
the Teichmüller space of genus g, n punctured Riemann surfaces with
hyperbolic metrics ds2, [Ahl61, Bus92, IT92, Nag88, Tro92]. From
Kodaira-Spencer deformation theory the infinitesimal deformations of a
surface R are represented by the Beltrami differentials H(R) harmonic
with respect to the hyperbolic metric, [Ahl61]. Also the cotangent
space of T at R is Q(R), the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials
with at most simple poles at the punctures of R. The holomorphic
tangent-cotangent pairing is

(µ, ϕ) =

∫

R
µϕ
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for µ ∈ H(R) and ϕ ∈ Q(R). Elements of H(R) are symmetric tensors
given as ϕ(ds2)−1 for ϕ ∈ Q(R) and ds2 the hyperbolic metric. The
Weil-Petersson (WP) Hermitian metric and cometric are given as

〈µ, ν〉Herm =

∫

R
µνdA and 〈ϕ,ψ〉Herm =

∫

R
ϕψ(ds2)−1

for µ, ν ∈ H(R) and ϕ,ψ ∈ Q(R) and dA the hyperbolic area element.
The WP Riemannian metric is 〈 , 〉 = ℜ〈 , 〉Herm. The WP metric
is Kähler, non complete, with non pinched negative sectional curva-
ture and determines a CAT (0) geometry, see [Ahl61, Huaar, Nag88,
Tro92, Wol03, Wol06] for references. Ahlfors found for infinitesimal
deformations defined by elements of H(R) that the first derivatives of
the WP metric tensor initially vanish, [Ahl61]. Equivalently, a basis
for H(R) provides local coordinates for T normal at the origin for the
WP metric. Equivalently to first order, the WP Levi-Civita connection
is initially Euclidean for deformations defined by elements of H(R).

Basic invariants of a hyperbolic metric are the lengths of the unique
geodesic representatives of the non peripheral free homotopy classes.
Points of the Teichmüller space T are equivalence classes {(R, f)} of
marked Riemann surfaces with reference homeomorphisms f : F → R
from a base surface F . For the non peripheral free homotopy class α
for F the length of the geodesic representative for f(α) is the value of
the geodesic-length ℓα at the marked surface. For R with uniformiza-
tion representation f∗ : π1(F ) → Γ, Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R) and α correspond-
ing to the conjugacy class of an element A then cosh ℓα/2 = trA/2.
Traces of collections of elements provide real analytic coordinates for
Teichmüller space; for examples see [Abi80, Bus92, IT92, Kee71,
Kee73, Thu88].

We review the formulas for the differential of geodesic-length, the
gradient of geodesic-length and the WP pairing. Gardiner provided for-
mulas for the differentials of geodesic-length and length of a measured
geodesic lamination, [Gar75, Gar86]. In particular for a closed geo-
desic α conjugate the group Γ for the geodesic to correspond to the deck
transformation A : z → eℓαz and consider the series

(1) Θα =
∑

B∈〈A〉\Γ

B∗

(
dz

z

)2

for 〈A〉 the cyclic group generated by A. The differentials of geodesic-
length are given as

(2) dℓα[µ] =
2

π
ℜ(µ,Θα) with ∂ℓα[µ] =

1

π
(µ,Θ)

for µ ∈ H(Γ). The WP Riemannian dual of the cotangent ϕ ∈ Q(Γ)
is the tangent ϕ(ds2)−1 ∈ H(Γ). Accordingly, the gradient of geodesic-
length is grad ℓα = 2

πΘα(ds2)−1. The tangent vector tα = i
2 grad ℓα
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has the geometric description as the infinitesimal Fenchel-Nielsen right
twist deformation, [Wol82, display (1.1), Coro. 2.8, Thrm. 2.10]. The
Fenchel-Nielsen twist deformation and geodesic-length are related by
duality in the WP Kähler form ω( , tα) = 1

2dℓα, [Wol82, Wol07]. The
symplectic geometry of twists and lengths was considered in [Wol83,
Thrm. 3.3] and [Gol86] including the twist-length cosine formula

4ω(tα, tβ) = 〈grad ℓα,−i grad ℓβ〉 = 2
∑

p∈α∩β

cos θp.

The sum is for transverse intersections of geodesics. In particular,
the sum vanishes if the geodesics are disjoint or coincide. In Sec-
tion 3.4 we will consider Riera’s length-length formula for the pairing
〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 of geodesic-length gradients, [Rie05].

3. Variations of geodesic-length

3.1. Harmonic Beltrami differentials and Eichler integrals. The
WP Riemannian metric is 〈 , 〉 = ℜ〈 , 〉Herm. To first order the WP
Levi-Civita connection is initially Euclidean for deformations defined by
elements of H(R), [Ahl61]. The benefit of choosing H(R) as the model
for the tangent space is that expressions involving at most the initial
first derivatives of the metric are WP intrinsic quantities. For t real,
small and µ ∈ H(R), let Rtµ denote the deformation determined by
the Beltrami differential tµ. For z a local conformal coordinate for R,
dw = dz + µdz is the differential of a local conformal coordinate w for
Rtµ. At t = 0 the family of Riemann surfaces {Rtµ} agrees to second
order with a WP geodesic. Relatedly, for a smooth function defined

in a neighborhood of R in T , d2

dt2
h(Rtu) |t=0 is the WP Riemannian

Hessian Hessh, [O’N83, Wol87]. In general for vector fields U, V the
Hessian is given as Hessh(U, V ) = UV h − (DUV )h. In particular, for

µ, ν ∈ H(R) and the family of Riemann surfaces {R tµ+t′ν} the WP
covariant derivative D ∂

∂t

∂
∂t′ vanishes at the origin for the tangent fields

∂
∂t ,

∂
∂t′ .

A deformation of Riemann surfaces can be presented by a quasicon-
formal (qc) homeomorphism of the upper half plane H. For R given as
H/Γ, Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R), a Beltrami differential µ ∈ H(R) with ‖µ‖∞ < 1
defines a deformation as follows. There exists a qc self homeomorphism
w(z) of H satisfying wz = µwz, [AB60]. The map w conjugates Γ to a
discrete group w ◦ Γ ◦ w−1 ⊂ PSL(2; R) uniformizing a homeomorphic
Riemann surface Rµ. Homeomorphisms wµ and wν are equivalent pro-
vided wµ ◦ (wν)−1 is homotopic to a conformal map. The Teichmüller
space is the space of equivalence classes of qc maps of R. For t real and
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small, we consider the family of qc homeomorphisms wtµ and corre-
sponding family of surfaces {Rtµ}. The initial deformation vector field
of holomorphic type ẇ = d

dtw
tµ |t=0 on H satisfies:

1) ẇz = µ,
2) the coboundary map A ∈ Γ → A∗(ẇ) − ẇ = ẇ(A(z))(A′(z))−1 −

ẇ(z) is the class of the deformation in group cohomology with
coefficients in real quadratic polynomials on H, [Ahl61, Eic57,
Wei62].

The standard approach presents ẇ as the singular ∂-potential integral
of µ, [Ahl61, AB60].

We presented in [Wol87, Sec. 2] for µ ∈ H(R) a formula for ẇ in
terms of a line integral. The integral is a form of the Eichler-Shimura
isomorphism of 2 above. We introduced the line integral

F (z) =

∫ z

z0

(z − τ)2ϕ(τ)dτ

for τ, z, z0 in H, z0 fixed, and ϕ ∈ Q(Γ). The integral is path inde-
pendent since the integrand is holomorphic. The potential equation
Fz = (z− z)2ϕ(z) is an immediate property. We established the follow-
ing.

Theorem 3.1. The deformation vector field for Beltrami differential

µ = (z − z)2ϕ is

ẇ =

∫ z

z0

(z − τ)2ϕ(τ)dτ +

∫ z

z0

(z − τ)2ϕ(τ)dτ + q(z)

where q is a quadratic polynomial with real coefficients.

The polynomial corresponds to an infinitesimal PSL(2; R) conjuga-
tion. We observe that for the quadratic differential ϕ given by a suitably
convergent series the integrals may be computed term-by-term.

We now specialize the formulas for the situation of Γ conjugated to
contain the transformation z → λz, λ > 1 and the maps wtµ fixing
0 and infinity (ẇ is O(|z|) at the origin and o(|z|2) at infinity.) The
normalization provides that ẇ(λz)λ−1 − ẇ(z) is a multiple of z (in fact

λ̇z since λt = wtµ(λz)/wtµ(z) ) and consequently

(3) ẇ = z22ℜA + z2ℜB + 2ℜC + bz

where

A[ϕ] =

∫ z

z0

ϕdτ +
1

1 − λ

∫ z

λ−1z0

ϕdτ

B[ϕ] = −2

∫ z

z0

τϕ dτ

C[ϕ] =

∫ z

z0

τ2ϕdτ +
λ

λ− 1

∫ z0

λ−1z0

τ2ϕdτ,
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[Wol87, see (4.1)]. The Eichler integral operators A,B and C define
endomorphisms on the space Holo(H) of functions holomorphic on H
and the operators have formal properties of group cohomology. Hejhal’s

variational formula λ̇ = −2
∫ z0

λ−1z0
τϕdτ is a consequence, [Hej78]. The

functions A[ϕ] and C[ϕ] are weighted equivariant for z → λz acting on
Holo(H) by composition: A(λz) = λ−1A(z) and C(λz) = λC(z).

3.2. The deformation vector field on the horizontal strip. It is
natural to introduce a model for the hyperbolic plane presenting the
transformation z → λz as a translation. The infinite horizontal strip
S is a suitable model. We present formulas for the deformation vector
field on S. We then apply the formulas to study the first and second
variation of geodesic-length.

The upper half plane H and infinite horizontal strip S = {ζ | 0 < ℑζ <
π} are related by the map ζ = log z. We consider now for µ ∈ H(Γ)

the family wtµ of qc homeomorphisms of H satisfying wtµ
z = tµwtµ

z , wtµ

fixing 0, 1 and infinity, [AB60]. The homeomorphism wtµ conjugates
the transformation z → λz to a transformation fixing 0 and infinity with
multiplier λt. The family wtµ is conjugated by ζ = log z to a family of
qc homeomorphisms gt of S. The homeomorphism gt conjugates the
translation ζ → ζ + ℓ, ℓ = log λ, to a translation by ℓt = log λt. We
have from the translation equivariance equation

gt(ζ + ℓ) = gt(ζ) + ℓt,

the expansion in t

gt(ζ) = ζ + tġ(ζ) +
t2

2
g̈(ζ) +O(t3)

and from the Beltrami equation the perturbation relation

tġζ +
t2

2
g̈ζ = tµ(1 + tġζ)

provides that ġζ = µ and g̈ζ = 2µġζ , [AB60]. We choose F = {ζ ∈

S | 0 ≤ ℜζ < ℓ} as a fundamental domain for the translation. The
following presents the first and second variation of ℓt as integrals of the
deformation vector field ġ.

Lemma 3.2. For µ ∈ H(Γ) and gt the family of qc homeomorphisms

of the strip S,

ℓ̇ =
2

π
ℜ

∫

F
µdE and ℓ̈ =

4

π
ℜ

∫

F
µġζ dE

for dE the Euclidean area element.

Proof. Ahlfors and Bers showed that the solution gt of the Beltrami
equation varies real analytically in the Banach space with norm the sum
of the Hölder norm and Lp norm of the first distributional derivatives,
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[AB60]. For smooth Beltrami differentials it follows immediately from
elliptic regularity that the t-derivatives of gt are smooth, [GT01, Chap.
6].

We write ζ = x+ iy, g = u+ iv and begin with

ℓt = ut(ℓ, y) − ut(0, y) =

∫ ℓ

0
ut

x dx,

and for the nth derivative at t = 0

ℓ(n) =

∫ ℓ

0
u(n)

x dx and ℓ(n) =
1

π

∫

F
u(n)

x dx.

The map gt preserves the boundary of S and thus ℑgt is constant on
the boundary while ℑg(n) vanishes on the boundary. It follows that

0 = v(n)(x, π) − v(n)(x, 0) =

∫ π

0
v(n)
y dy.

The general formula

ℓ(n) =
2

π
ℜ

∫

F

∂

∂ζ
g(n) dE

is now a consequence and the argument is completed with the relation

g
(2)

ζ
= 2µg

(1)
ζ . The proof is complete.

Gardiner’s formula (2) for the differential of geodesic-length follows
since for ζ = log z, (dζ)2 = (dz

z )2 and F maps to the half annulus A =

{1 ≤ |z| < λ,ℑz > 0} ⊂ H, [Gar75]. As always the pairing
∫
A µ(dz

z )2

can be folded to
∫
FΓ
µ
∑

A∈Γ0\Γ
A∗(dz

z )2 where FΓ is now a fundamental

domain for the group and Γ0 is the cyclic subgroup generated by z → λz.
We are ready to calculate the deformation vector field quantity ġζ on

S. Vector fields on the upper half plane and the strip are related for
ζ = log z by ∂

∂ζ = z ∂
∂z and in particular ẇ ∂

∂z = ẇz−1 ∂
∂ζ = ġ ∂

∂ζ . And we

have for the coefficients ∂
∂ζ ġ = z ∂

∂z (ẇz−1). Lemma 3.2 above and the

change of variables ζ = log z combine to give Theorem 3.2 of [Wol87]

ℓ̈ = 4
πℜ
∫
A µz

−1 ∂
∂z (ẇz−1) dE.

We are ready to consider ġζ and the term-by-term contributions for
a series expansion of the quadratic differential ϕ. We begin with (3)

ẇ = z22ℜA + z2ℜB + 2ℜC + bz

and find

(4) ġζ = z
∂

∂z
(ẇz−1) = z2ℜA − z−12ℜC

since A,B,C ∈ Holo(H) with A′ = ϕ, B′ = −2zϕ and C′ = z2ϕ. We
now find the contribution of an individual term zα(dz

z )2 for α = ǫn,
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ǫ = 2πi
ℓ , ℓ = log λ and n ∈ Z

A

[
zα

(
dz

z

)2
]

=
1

α− 1
zα−1 and C

[
zα

(
dz

z

)2
]

=
1

α+ 1
zα+1

zA

[
zα

(
dz

z

)2
]
− z−1C

[
zα

(
dz

z

)2
]

=

(
1

α− 1
−

1

α+ 1

)
zα(5)

=
−2

1 + |α|2
zα

and for ζ = x+ iy = log z

(6) zA

[
zα

(
dz

z

)2
]
− z−1C

[
zα

(
dz

z

)2
]

=

(
e2iy

α− 1
−
e−2iy

α+ 1

)
zα =

−2 cos 2y − 2iα sin 2y

1 + |α|2
zα.

The right hand sides of (5) and (6) will be paired below with ϕ.
The quadratic differential ϕ on H is invariant with respect to z → λz

and admits the expansion

(7) ϕ =
∑

n

anz
ǫn

(
dz

z

)2

with integral zA[ϕ] =
∑

n

anz
ǫn

ǫn− 1
.

We can consider zA[ϕ] and z−1C[ϕ] as 0-tensors since the quantities
are coefficients for the ζ-derivative of the vector field ġ. The 0-tensors
are expressed on S by a change of variable. We introduce a Hermitian
pairing for suitable ℓ-translation invariant functions on S

Q(β, δ) =

∫

F
βδ sin2 y dE

with F a fundamental domain for ℓ-translation. We observe for ζ =

log z, z ∈ H, ζ ∈ S the Euclidean area elements satisfy dE(z)
|z|2 = dE(ζ)

with ℑz = |z| sinℑζ. The pairing is also given as

Q(β, δ) =

∫

A
βδ

(ℑz)2

|z|4
dE

for A the image of F by z = eζ and β, δ the compositions with ζ =
log z. We include formula (2) in the following statement of variational
formulas.

Theorem 3.3. The first variation of geodesic-length is given as

ℓ̇[µ] = −4ℓℜa0

and the second variation as

ℓ̈[µ, µ] =
32

π
ℜQ(zA, zA) −

16

π
ℜQ(zA, zA)
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for Hermitian pairing Q and a harmonic Beltrami differential µ = (z−
z)2ϕ, ϕ ∈ Q(Γ), with zeroth coefficient a0, and integral A = A[ϕ].

Proof. We combine Lemma 3.2 with formula (4) to find for µ =
−4 sin2 y ϕ and ζ = x+ iy that

ℓ̈ =
−16

π
ℜ

∫

F
ϕ((zA − z−1C) + (zA − z−1C)) sin2 y dE.

The Beltrami differential µ is bounded and as noted Ahlfors and Bers
established that ġζ is in Lp. The series expansion for ϕ, A and C

converge uniformly on compacta and consequently we can consider term-
by-term contributions.

The orthogonality of exponentials for x-integration for x+ iy = ζ =
log z provides simplifications. The weight n term zǫn, ǫ = 2πi

ℓ , in the
expansion for ϕ only has a nonzero x-integral when paired with the
weight n term of (zA − z−1C). The contribution from (5) is

−2

∫

F

(
zǫn

ǫn− 1

)(
zǫn

ǫn− 1

)
sin2 y dE.

The weight n term zǫn in the expansion for ϕ only has a nonzero x-
integral when paired with the weight −n term of (zA − z−1C). The
contribution from (6) is

−2

∫

F
zǫn

(
cos 2y + 2πn

ℓ sin 2y

1 + (2πn
ℓ )2

)
z−ǫn sin2 y dE

and with trigonometric integrals in y

=

∫

F

(
zǫn

ǫn− 1

) (
z−ǫn

−ǫn− 1

)
sin2 y dE.

The desired conclusion now follows from the expansion (7). The proof
is complete.

We first consider immediate consequences for the geometry of Te-
ichmüller space. A form of the following based on [Wol87] was given
by Yeung, [Yeu03, Proposition 1].

Corollary 3.4. The complex Hessian of geodesic-length is given as

∂∂ℓ[µ, µ] =
16

π
Q(zA, zA)

for µ = (z − z)2ϕ, ϕ ∈ Q(Γ) and integral A = A[ϕ]. The complex and

real Hessians are uniformly comparable

∂∂ℓ ≤ Hess ℓ ≤ 3∂∂ℓ.

The first and second derivatives of geodesic-length satisfy

2ℓℓ̈[µ, µ] − ℓ̇2[µ] − 3ℓ̇2[iµ] ≥ 0 and ℓ∂∂ℓ− 2∂ℓ∂ℓ ≥ 0

with equality only for the elementary ϕ = a(dz
z )2.
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Proof. The first two statements are consequences of the observation
that Q(zA, zA) is a Hermitian form, Q(zA, zA) is a complex bilin-
ear form and the inequality |Q(zA, zA)| ≤ Q(zA, zA). From the

given formula the contribution of the weight zero term a0(
dz
z )2 to ℓ̈

is 8ℓ(ℜa0)
2 +24ℓ(ℑa0)

2 and to ∂∂ℓ is 8ℓ|a0|
2. The inequality for deriva-

tives follows from formula (2) and that ℓ̈ is a positive definite quadratic
form and ∂∂ℓ a positive definite Hermitian form on the coefficients of
ϕ. The proof is complete.

Example 3.5. Convexity for geodesic-length functions.

For closed curves γ1, . . . , γn the geodesic-length sum ℓγ1
+ · · · + ℓγn

satisfies: (ℓγ1
+ · · · + ℓγn)1/2 is strictly convex along WP geodesics,

log(ℓγ1
+ · · ·+ ℓγn) is strictly plurisubharmonic, and (ℓγ1

+ · · ·+ ℓγn)−1

is strictly plurisuperharmonic.
We consider the Teichmüller space of the annulus as an example

that foreshadows the behavior of the WP metric for surfaces with short
geodesics.

Example 3.6. The Teichmüller space of the annulus.

The annulus with geodesic of length ℓ is given as the quotient H/〈A〉
for the cyclic group generated by z → eℓz. Geodesic-length provides a
global coordinate for the real one-dimensional Teichmüller space. The
space Q(〈A〉) of quadratic differentials is the span over R of (dz

z )2. The

norm of µ = (ℑz)2(dz
z )2 is 〈µ, µ〉Herm =

∫
A µµdA = π

2 ℓ for A = {1 <

|z| < λ,ℑz > 0}. From formula (2) we observe that grad ℓ1/2 =
1

πℓ1/2 (ℑz)2(dz
z )2 with 〈grad(2πℓ)1/2, grad(2πℓ)1/2〉 = 1. The parame-

ter (2πℓ)1/2 is the WP unit-speed parameterization of the Teichmüller

space. Correspondingly from Corollary 3.4 and ℓ̇[iµ] = 0 the Hessian

of (2πℓ)1/2 vanishes and the vector field grad(2πℓ)1/2 is WP parallel,
[O’N83].

3.3. Bounding the Hessian of geodesic-length. We bound the Her-
mitian form Q(zA, zA) in terms of the WP pairing and a geometrically
defined weight function. The weight function given in the universal
cover is the sum of the inverse square of exponential-distance from a
point to the components of the lift of the geodesic. The description pro-
vides the approach for considering the weight function of a measured
geodesic lamination. The weight is the corresponding integral on the
space of leaves of the lamination for the distance from the point to the
leaves of the lamination. Gardiner established that the first variation
formula for geodesic-length generalizes to a formula for the length of a
measured geodesic lamination [Gar86]. Overall we find that the Hes-
sian of length of a measured geodesic lamination is comparable to the
product of the length and the WP pairing with constants depending
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on the reduced injectivity radius of the surface. The length is always
strictly convex along WP geodesics.

Considerations for bounding the Hessian begin with the horizontal
strip model S, the integral A[ϕ] and a second Hermitian pairing for
suitable ℓ-translation invariant functions on S

QS(β, δ) =

∫

F
βδ sin4 y dE

for F a fundamental domain for ℓ-translation.

Lemma 3.7. The Hermitian forms Q and QS are bounded as

QS(ϕ,ϕ) ≤ 3Q(A[ϕ],A[ϕ]) ≤ 4QS(ϕ,ϕ)

for a holomorphic quadratic differential ϕ ∈ Q(Γ) with integral A[ϕ].

Proof. The quantities ϕ and zA[ϕ] considered on S are given as sums

(7) of exponentials zǫn = eǫn(x+iy), x + iy = log z, ǫ = 2πi
ℓ . The or-

thogonality of exponentials for x-integration provides that Q and QS
are diagonalized by the expansions. It is sufficient to consider the con-
tribution of individual terms. The weight n term zǫn(dz

z )2 contributes
to Q the term

1

|ǫn|2 + 1

∫

F
|zǫn|2 sin2 y dxdy =

ℓ

|ǫn|2 + 1

∫ π

0
e−2|ǫ|ny sin2 y dy

where for a = |ǫ|n by [EMOT53, pg. 12, formula (29)]

=
ℓ

4

(1 − e−2πa)

a(a2 + 1)2
.

The weight n term zǫn(dz
z )2 contributes to QS the term

∫

F
|zǫn|2 sin4 y dxdy = ℓ

∫ π

0
e−2|ǫ|ny sin4 y dy

where by [EMOT53, pg. 12, formula (29)]

=
3ℓ

4

(1 − e−2πa)

a(a2 + 1)(a2 + 4)
.

The desired inequalities now follow from the observation that (1 −
e−2πa)a−1 is positive for all real a and the elementary inequality (a2 +
4)−1 ≤ (a2 + 1)−1 ≤ 4(a2 + 4)−1. The proof is complete.

We next express the pairing QS as an integral on H with the weight
of inverse square exponential-distance to the given geodesic. A geodesic
on the hyperbolic plane determines a projection of the plane to the
geodesic. We write d( , ) for hyperbolic distance and dA for the area
element of the hyperbolic plane.

Lemma 3.8. The Hessian of geodesic-length is bounded as

QE(µ, µ) ≤ 3π∂∂ℓγ [µ, µ] ≤ 16QE(µ, µ)
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for

QE(µ, µ) =

∫

A
|µ|2e−2d( ,γ̃) dA,

for γ the geodesic corresponding to the deck transformation z → λz
with axis γ̃ with fundamental domain A = {1 ≤ |z| < λ,ℑz > 0} and

µ ∈ H(R).

Proof. We begin with the Hermitian form QS given for the strip S
and the change of variables to H. As already noted for ζ = log z, we

have that dE(z)
|z|2 = dE(ζ) and ℑz = |z| sinℑζ. We have that

QS =

∫

A

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

n

anz
ǫn−2

∣∣∣∣∣

2
(ℑz)4

|z|2
dE

and recall that the Beltrami differential µ = −4(ℑz)2ϕ to obtain

QS =

∫

A
|ϕ|2

(
ℑz

|z|

)2

(ds2)−1 =
1

16

∫

A
|µ|2

(
ℑz

|z|

)2

dA.

The next matter is to relate (ℑz
|z| )

2 to hyperbolic distance. For the

variable z of H given in polar form reiθ the hyperbolic distance to the
imaginary axis, the axis of the transformation, is log | csc θ+ | cot θ|| and

e−2d( ,iR+) ≤ sin2 θ = (ℑz
|z| )

2 ≤ 4e−2d( ,iR+). The bound for the Hessian

now follows from Corollary 3.4, Lemma 3.7 and the inequality. The
proof is complete.

We now proceed to obtain a general description of the Hessian in
terms of a weight function P and the WP pairing. The above descrip-
tion provides an approach for both closed geodesics and measured geo-
desic laminations. Convexity will be bounded in terms of the maximum
and minimum of the weight function P on the complement of horoball
neighborhoods of any possible cusps. We continue with considerations
for hyperbolic geometry.

A geodesic γ̃ on the hyperbolic plane determines a projection and a
distance function d( , γ̃). Both the projection and distance considered
in the compact-open topology on the plane depend continuously on the
geodesic γ̃. A Riemann surface R with cusps contains disjoint area
two standard horoball neighborhoods of the cusps, see Theorem 2.1 or
[Leu67]. The reduced surface Rred is defined as the complement in
R of the unit area horoball neighborhoods of cusps. The injectivity
radius injred and diameter diam red of Rred are finite positive and are
determined from the lengths of closed geodesics. Geodesics on the upper
half plane H are determined by their endpoints. For the upper half plane
with boundary Ř = R∪{∞} the space of unoriented complete geodesics
is given as the Möbius band G = Ř × Ř\{diagonal}/{interchange}.

A geodesic lamination for R = H/Γ is a closed subset which is foli-
ated by complete geodesics (see [Bon01] for background on measured
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geodesic laminations; the following is summarized from Bonahon’s pre-
sentation.) A measured geodesic lamination υ with compact support is
a compact geodesic lamination λ(υ) together with a transverse invariant
positive measure with support λ(υ). A measured geodesic lamination
can be considered as a locally finite Borel measure on the space of unori-
ented geodesics on H with the measure Γ invariant. The space ML0 of
measured geodesic laminations with compact support is equipped with
the weak∗-topology for the space of invariant measures. An arc is generic
with respect to simple geodesics if it is transverse to every simple geo-
desic of R. Every arc can be approximated by generic arcs. For a generic
arc α each measured geodesic lamination defines a measure on α: for h
a continuous function on α and υ a measured geodesic lamination asso-
ciate the integral υ(h) =

∫
α h dυ. A finite system α1, . . . , αk of generic

arcs exists such that the map of ML0 to Rk defined by υ → (υ(αj)) is
a homeomorphism to its (piecewise linear) image. The weighted simple
closed curves form a dense subset of ML0. From Lemma 2.3, measured
geodesic laminations are disjoint from the area two horoball neighbor-
hoods of cusps.

The length ℓυ of a measured geodesic lamination υ is defined in terms
of a finite family of generic arcs α1, . . . , αk, [Bon01]. The components
of λ(υ)−∪k

j=1αj are geodesic segments of finite length characterized be

either of their endpoints in ∪k
j=1αj . The measure defined by υ on ∪k

j=1αj

provides a measure on the space of components of λ(υ) − ∪k
j=1αj . The

length ℓυ is defined as the integral of the segment lengths with respect
to the measure defined by υ. Length is a continuous function on ML0.

We are ready to introduce the Γ-invariant weight function on H for
a measured geodesic lamination.

Definition 3.9. The inverse square exponential-distance is defined
for a measured geodesic lamination υ as

Pυ(p) =

∫

G
e−2d(p,β) dυ(β).

For the case of υ given by a closed geodesic γ on R corresponding to
a deck transformation A with axis γ̃, the integral can be expressed as a
sum. The support of the lamination in H is the union ∪B∈〈A〉\ΓB

−1(γ̃).

Provided convergence the integral is the sum of e−2d (p, B−1 (γ̃)) =
e−2d(B(p),γ̃) over the union. In particular, for m(γ) the mass of a single
intersection with γ the integral over G is m(γ)Pγ for the series

Pγ(p) =
∑

B∈〈A〉\Γ

e−2d(B(p),γ̌).

Lemma 3.10. The inverse square exponential-distance is bounded

in terms of the length ℓυ of the measured geodesic lamination and the

injectivity radius of the reduced surface: c1(injred )ℓυ ≤ Pυ on Rred and
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Pυ ≤ c2(injred )ℓυ on R. Furthermore, the map υ → Pυ from ML0 to

C(R) is continuous for the compact-open topology on C(R).

Proof. First lift υ to the upper half plane and consider for q ∈ H the
intersection Σ(q) = B(q, 2 diam red ) ∩ υ, for B the hyperbolic ball, and
consider the local contribution to length L(q) =

∫
Σ(q) υ × dℓ. The func-

tion L is Γ-invariant. Basic properties of Σ and L are as follows. For

q ∈ R̃red , the lift of Rred , Σ(q) contains in B(q, diam red ) a representa-
tive of each point of Rred , and for q in a horoball neighborhood of area
e−2 diam red of a cusp, Σ(q) is empty. It follows from the characterization

of the half-radius ball B(q) = B(q, diam red ) that given a point on a leaf
of the lamination υ ⊂ H there exists a B ∈ Γ such that Σ(B(q)) con-
tains the point and a segment of the leaf of length at least 2 diam red . In
particular, L(q)/2 diam red is an upper bound for the mass of the leaves
intersecting B(q).

We compare the integral P over G to a sum over the Γ orbit of the
point p in H. The comparison is in terms of groupings of projected im-
ages of p to the leaves of υ. For a reference point q0 ∈ Rred the projected
images are contained in the union ∪B∈ΓB(B(q0)) with the projected
points of B(B(q0)) at distance at least d(q0, B(q0)) − 2 diam red from
p. As noted, the leaves of υ intersecting B(B(q0)) have mass at most
L(q0)/2 diam red . It now follows that the projected points contained in

B(B(q0)) contribute at most e−2(d(q0,B(q0))−2 diam red )L(q0)/2 diam red to
the integral for Pυ. The next step is to bound L(q0). The covering
number for the map from B(q0, 2 diam red ) → Rred is bounded in terms
of diam red and injred . Since the diameter is bounded in terms of the
injectivity radius, L(q0) is bounded above as c(injred )ℓυ. Next from

Lemma 2.4 we have that e−2d(q0,z) satisfies a mean value estimate, and
consequently

∑

B∈Γ

e−2d(q0,B(q0)) ≤ c(injred )

∫

B(B(q0),injred )
e−2d(p,z) dA.

Gathering the bounds we have that Pυ is bounded by

c(injred )ℓυ

∫

H

e−2d(p,z) dA.

For the unit disc model for the hyperbolic plane ds2 = ( 2|dz|
(1−|z|2)

)2 and

d(0, z) = log 1+|z|
1−|z| . The comparison integral converges and the upper

bound for Pυ is established.
The lower bound is obtained by considering the projected points in

a single ball. Consider p ∈ R̃red . The points of B(p, 2 diam red ) are at

distance at most 2 diam red to p and thus e−2d(p,β) ≥ e−2 diam red . Leaves
of the lamination in B(p, 2 diam red ) have length at most 4 diam red and
thus the mass of the leaves intersecting the ball is at least L(p)/4diamred .
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The half-radius ball B surjects to Rred , which contains the lamina-
tion and thus L(p) > ℓυ. The contribution of projected points in
B(p, 2 diam red ) to Pυ is bounded below by c′(injred )ℓυ. The lower
bound is established.

The last matter is to consider the continuity of υ → Pυ. It is equiva-
lent to show that the map is continuous to C(H) with the compact-open
topology. Given a compact set K in H the contribution to Pυ from pro-
jected points in the exterior of B(K, ρ), ρ large, is bounded from the
above by the tail of a convergent integral and ℓυ. For ρ sufficiently large
the exterior contribution is sufficiently small. The remaining interior
integral is supported on a compact set and is straightforward to bound.
The proof is complete.

Length functions of measured geodesic laminations are real analytic
and Gardiner has provided a formula for the differential dℓυ, [Gar86].
The formula provides that the map υ → dℓυ from ML0 to Q(R) is
continuous.

Theorem 3.11. The Hessian of length of a measured geodesic lam-

ination υ is bounded in terms of the WP pairing and the weight Pυ as

follows

〈µ, µPυ〉 ≤ 3π∂∂ℓυ[µ, µ] ≤ 16〈µ, µPυ〉

and

〈µ, µPυ〉 ≤ 3πℓ̈υ[µ, µ] ≤ 48〈µ, µPυ〉

for µ a harmonic Beltrami differential. There are positive functions c1
and c2 such that

c1(injred )ℓυ〈 , 〉 ≤ ∂∂ℓυ, ℓ̈υ ≤ c2(injred )ℓυ〈 , 〉

for the reduced injectivity radius with c1(ρ) an increasing function van-

ishing at the origin and c2(ρ) a decreasing function tending to infinity

at the origin.

A bound for Pυ independent of injectivity radius is provided in Lemma
3.16 below.

Proof of Theorem. The matter is to bound the Hessian in terms of the
WP pairing with weight Pυ. From Corollary 3.4 we can consider the real
or complex Hessian. From Lemma 3.8 for a closed geodesic γ with mass
m(γ) the Hessian is bounded by the integral

∫
A |µ|2e−2d( ,γ̃) dA for the

geodesic γ corresponding to the deck transformation A with fundamen-
tal domain A and axis γ̃. The integral is folded by first expressing A =
∪B∈〈A〉\ΓB(F) for F a Γ fundamental domain and then changing vari-

ables in the integrand to obtain the integral of |µ|2
∑

B∈〈A〉\Γ e
−2d(B(p),γ̃)

over F . As noted following Definition 3.9, the product of the mass m(γ)
and the sum is the integral Pυ for the measured geodesic lamination
υ = (γ,m(γ)). The bound 〈µ, µPυ〉 ≤ 3πℓ̈[µ, µ] ≤ 48〈µ, µPυ〉 is now
established for simple closed curve laminations.
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Since simple closed curves are dense in ML0, it suffices to establish
the bound for limits in ML0. The bound for limits is a property of
functions of one variable as follows. Consider a WP geodesic η with
arc length parameter t and a sequence of weighted simple closed curves
(γj ,mj) converging to the measured geodesic lamination υ. The func-
tions mjℓγj restricted to η converge C1 to ℓυ, [Bon01, Gar86]. As

above, at the initial point of η the increasing functions fj(t) = mj ℓ̇j(t)
have first derivatives bounded in terms of 〈µj , µjP(γj ,mj)〉. We select a
convergent subsequence from the sequence of bounded positive deriva-
tives {f ′′j (t)} and find that the initial value of ℓ̈υ(t) is bounded in terms

of the limit of initial values limj f
′
j(t). The desired bound now follows

from the continuity of the map υ → Pυ of ML0 to C(R).
The final matter is to show that the lower bound for Pυ on Rred pro-

vides a lower bound for the pairing
∫
R |µ|2 Pυ dA. It suffices to show that

the mass of |µ|2 on R−Rred is bounded in terms of the mass on Rred . It
is enough to consider the mass on a horoball for a single cusp. For z the

standard coordinate for a cusp the hyperbolic metric is ds2 = ( |dz|
|z| log |z|)

2

with |z| ≤ ρ the cusp region for π = − log ρ. For the harmonic Beltrami
differential µ = ϕ(ds2)−1 the holomorphic quadratic differential ϕ has at
most a simple pole at the origin. The product ϕz2 is holomorphic on the
coordinate chart and vanishes at the origin. From the Schwarz Lemma
the product satisfies |ϕz2| ≤ c|z|max|z|=ρ |ϕz

2|, and on multiplying by

log2 |z| we find the bound |µ| ≤ c′|z| log2 |z|max|z|=ρ |µ|. For a suit-
able value |z| = ρ is contained in Rred and the maximum is bounded
by Lemma 2.4. The bound on mass in the cusps is established and
from Lemma 3.10 we have the overall bound c1(injred )ℓυ ≤ 〈µ, µPυ〉 ≤
c2(injred )ℓυ. The proof is complete.
3.4. The gradient and Hessian for small geodesic-length. We
present expansions and bounds for the WP pairing of gradients and
Hessian of geodesic-length. The first consideration is Riera’s formula
for gradients, [Rie05], followed by consideration of the integral pairings
bounding the Hessian. Bounds are developed by comparing the sum

of inverse square exponential-distance to the integral of inverse square
exponential-distance.

We begin with Riera’s length-length formula for the WP pairing of
geodesic-length gradients, [Rie05]. A less explicit formula was pre-
sented in [Wol86]. For closed geodesics α, β with corresponding deck

transformations A,B with corresponding axes α̃, β̃,

〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 =
2

π


ℓαδαβ +

∑

〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉

(
u log

u+ 1

u− 1
− 2

)


for the Kronecker delta δ∗, where for C ∈ 〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉, u = u(α̃, C(β̃))

is the cosine of the intersection angle if α̃ and C(β̃) intersect, and is
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otherwise cosh d(α̃, C(β̃)); for α = β the double-coset of the identity
element is omitted from the sum, [Rie05, Theorem 2]. We are interested
in the expansion for ℓα, ℓβ small, in which case axes are disjoint and at
large distance. For u > 1 the positive summand has the expansion for
u large

u log
u+ 1

u− 1
− 2 =

2

3
u−2(1 +O(u−1)),

and thus for ℓα, ℓβ bounded the double-coset sum is bounded in terms of∑
〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉 e

−2d the sum of inverse square exponential-distances between

axes. The above formula enables an improvement of the prior bound
for pairing gradients, [Wol92, II, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4].

Lemma 3.12. The WP pairing of geodesic-length gradients of dis-

joint geodesics α, β satisfies

0 < 〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 −
2

π
ℓαδαβ is O(ℓ2αℓ

2
β)

where for c0 positive the remainder term constant is uniform for ℓα, ℓβ ≤
c0. The shortest nontrivial segment on H/Γ connecting α and β con-

tributes a term of order ℓ2αℓ
2
β to the pairing.

Proof. The pairing formula summand is positive and the first inequal-
ity is immediate. The approach follows the considerations for Lemma
3.10. The sum

∑
e−2d is compared to the integral

∫
e−2d dA by intro-

ducing comparison balls about projected nearest points. The projected
points will be determined in H approximately on the β collar boundaries.
To begin, the axis α̃ has a unique (projected) nearest point on each axis

C(β̃) for C ∈ Γ/〈B〉; for α = β the coset of the identity element is not
included. Double-coset representatives are chosen so that the nearest
points for C(β̃) for C ∈ 〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉 lie in a fundamental domain A for
the action of 〈A〉 on H; for α = β the double-coset of the identity is not
included. From the description of collars for ℓα, ℓβ ≤ c0 we can set a
positive constant c1 such that points in the collars at distance c1 from
a boundary have injectivity radius at least c1. We arrange that c1 is at
most the α, β collar half-width. For an axes pair we now introduce a
secondary projected point along the minimal connecting geodesic seg-
ment. In particular for α̃, C(β̃) the secondary point is inside the collar

about C(β̃) on the α̃ to C(β̃) minimal connecting segment at distance

c1 from the C(β̃) boundary. We introduce the c1-radius ball B(C(β̃))

about the secondary point. The collars about the distinct axes C(β̃) are
disjoint and consequently the balls B for distinct axes are disjoint. Now
from the mean value property the double-coset sum of inverse square
exponential-distance of α̃ to the secondary points is bounded by the
integral of e−2d(α̃, ) dA over the union of the balls. We next describe a
region containing the union U = ∪〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉B(C(β̃)) of balls.
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We specialize the situation for A the transformation z → eℓαz with
axis α̃ the imaginary axis, fundamental domain A = {1 ≤ |z| < eℓα ,ℑz
> 0} for 〈A〉 and collar C(α̃) = {1 ≤ |z| < eℓα , sinh d(z, α̃) sinh ℓα/2 ≤
1}. The secondary points are determined in A; since α and β collars
are disjoint the secondary points are determined in A − C(α̃) at least
distance c1 from C(α̃). By specification at a secondary point the region
R = {e−ℓα ≤ |z| ≤ e2ℓα , sinh d(z, α̃) sinh ℓα/2 ≥ 1} contains the c1-ball
about the point. The region R contains the union U . And as already
noted the inverse square exponential-distance to α̃ is bounded by sin2 θ.
The comparison integral is

∫
R sin2 θ dA is O(ℓ2α). As the last step we

observe that a minimal connecting segment from α̃ to C(β̃) consists
of a segment from α̃ to the secondary point and a segment from the
secondary point to C(β̃). The second segment has length wβ − c1, for
wβ the half-width of the β collar. In particular, e−2wβ+2c1 is bounded
in terms of ℓ2β . The sum for distances between axes is now bounded in

terms of ℓ2αℓ
2
β , the desired bound.

The shortest segment on the surface connecting α and β consists of a
half-width segment crossing the α collar, a segment in the complement
of the α and β collars, and a half-width segment crossing the β collar.
For the corresponding component lengths wα, w0, and wβ the segment
contributes ℓ2αℓ

2
βe

−2w0 to the inverse square exponential-distance sum.
The proof is complete.

We begin considerations for the Hessian with the closed geodesic α
with corresponding deck transformation A given as z → eℓαz for z ∈ H,
with fundamental domain A = {1 ≤ |z| < eℓα ,ℑz > 0} for 〈A〉 and with
a collar C(α̃) = {1 ≤ |z| < eℓα , ℓα ≤ arg z ≤ π − ℓα} about the axis of
A. Consider further a holomorphic quadratic differential ϕ ∈ Q(Γ) with
expansion (7) and zeroth coefficient a0(ϕ). Introduce the alteration

ϕ♭ = ϕ− a0(ϕ)(
dz

z
)2.

The linear functional ϕ → ℜa0(ϕ) by Theorem 3.3 is represented by
ηα = −(4ℓα)−1 grad ℓα considered as an element of the dual Q(Γ)∗. By

Lemma 3.12 the WP norm of ηα has magnitude ℓ
−1/2
α and thus by the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality |ℜa0(ϕ)| = |〈ϕ, ηα〉| is bounded in terms of

ℓ
−1/2
α ‖ϕ‖WP for ℓα bounded.

We introduce supplementary Hermitian pairings for ℓα sufficiently
small, for the subcollar SC(α̃) = {1 ≤ |z| < eℓα , 2ℓα ≤ arg z ≤ π − 2ℓα}
and z in H given in polar form reiθ

QScollar(ψ) =

∫

SC(α̃)
|ψ|2 sin2 θ (ds2)−1
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and

QScomp(ψ) =

∫

A−SC(α̃)
|ψ|2 sin2 θ (ds2)−1.

In Theorem 3.15 below we bound Hess ℓα in terms of the pairings
QScollar(ϕ

♭) and QScomp(ϕ
♭). As the first step in Lemma 3.13 we bound

QScomp(ϕ
♭) by first replacing ϕ♭ with ϕ and then considering the L1 and

mean value estimate for a series similar to Pα. As the second step in
Lemma 3.14 we bound QScollar(ϕ

♭) by introducing the quotient H/〈A〉,
applying the Cauchy Integral Formula to represent ϕ♭ and applying the
Schwarz Lemma (using that the zeroth coefficient vanishes.) We find

that ϕ♭ is small in the core of the collar.

Lemma 3.13. The Hermitian pairing QScomp (ϕ♭) is uniformly

O(ℓ2α‖ϕ‖
2
WP ) for ℓα sufficiently small.

Proof. We first consider replacing ϕ♭ by ϕ. The pairing

QScomp

((
dz

z

)2
)

= 2

∫ 2ℓα

0

∫ eℓα

1
sin4 θ dθd log r

has magnitude ℓ6α and as noted above |a0(ϕ)|2 has magnitude ℓ−1
α ‖ϕ‖2

WP .

It follows that QScomp(ϕ) = QScomp(ϕ
♭) + O(ℓ5α‖ϕ‖

2
WP ) and that it is

sufficient to bound QScomp(ϕ).
We next introduce the characteristic function χa(θ) of the subinterval

[a, π − a] in the interval (0, π) and consider the series

S(z) =
∑

B∈〈A〉\Γ

s(B(z)) for s(w) = (1 − χa(argw)) sin2 argw.

For f a bounded Γ-invariant function on H and F a fundamental domain
for Γ the pairing with S can be unfolded as follows

∫

F
Sf dA =

∫

F

∑

B∈〈A〉\Γ

S(B(z))f dA

=
∑

B∈〈A〉\Γ

∫

B(F)
S(B(z))f dA =

∫

A
sf dA.

For f identically unity we have that the L1-norm of S is the integral∫
A s dA = 2aℓα.
The next matter is to bound the location of points in A − SC(α̃)

with a given distance to t̃hick, the lift of the thick region of H/Γ. The

geodesic segment in A from z to α̃ necessarily enters t̃hick. It follows

that the distance δ(z) of a point z to t̃hick is at most d(z, α̃) − wα for
wα the half-width of the α collar. From the formula for the distance to
α̃ and the description of the collar, it follows that eδ(z) ≤ ℓα csc arg z or
equivalently that sin arg z ≤ ℓαe

−δ(z). It further follows that points of
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A − SC(α̃) at a given distance δ to t̃hick are contained in Rδ = {z ∈
A | arg z ≤ 2ℓαe

−δ or π − 2ℓαe
−δ ≤ arg z}.

We now proceed for ℓα sufficiently small to bound the value of S for

a point z at distance δ to t̃hick. For ρ = min{1, inj(z)} the larger
region Rδ−1 contains disjoint balls of radius ρ about the 〈A〉\Γ-orbit of
z in A − SC(α̃). It follows that

∫
B(z,ρ) S dA is bounded by 4eℓ2αe

−δ by

choosing a = 2eℓαe
−δ for the above unfolding. The function s satisfies

a mean value estimate and thus from Lemma 2.4 the value of S at z is
now bounded in terms of ℓ2αe

−δinj(z)−1. Finally, from Lemma 2.2 the
L∞-norm of S is bounded in terms of ℓ2α, the desired overall bound for
S. And for the selection above of f = |ϕ(ds2)−1|2 and a = 2ℓα we have
that

QScomp(ϕ) =

∫

F
S|ϕ(ds2)−1|2 dA ≤ ‖S‖∞‖ϕ‖2

WP .

The proof is complete.

Lemma 3.14. The Hermitian pairing QScollar (ϕ♭) is uniformly

O(ℓ2α‖ϕ‖
2
WP ) for ℓα sufficiently small.

Proof. We first bound ϕ near the α collar boundaries and then con-
sider ϕ in the annulus model for H/〈A〉. Consider the collar C(α̃) for
the axis of A. For ℓα sufficiently small the injectivity radius of H/Γ is
bounded away from zero on the rays arg z = 2ℓα, π−2ℓα. It follows from
the mean value estimate Lemma 2.4 that on the two rays the quantity
|ϕ|(ds2)−1 is uniformly bounded in terms of ‖ϕ‖WP ; for ℓα sufficiently

small |ϕ♭|(ds2)−1 is similarly bounded. The quotient annulus H/〈A〉 is
described by setting

w = e
2πi
ℓα

log z for z in H, τ < |w| < 1 and τ = e−
2π2

ℓα

and has hyperbolic metric

ds2 =

(
ℓα
2π

csc
ℓα
2π

log |w|

)2 ∣∣∣∣
dw

w

∣∣∣∣
2

.

We set

ϕ♭ = f(w)

(
dw

w

)2

and note that the rays arg z = 2ℓα, π − 2ℓα correspond to the circles

|w| = e−4π, e4πτ where on
∣∣(dw

w

)2∣∣(ds2)−1 is approximately (4π)2 for

ℓα sufficiently small. It follows that on the circles |w| = e−4π, e4πτ the
function f(w) is bounded in terms of ‖ϕ‖WP , the desired bound.

We next apply the Cauchy Integral Formula and write

f(w) = F (w) + G(w)
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for

F (w) =
1

2πi

∫

|u|=e−4π

f(u)

u− w
du and G(w) =

−1

2πi

∫

|u|=e4πτ

f(u)

u− w
du.

The function F (w) is holomorphic in |w| < e−4π and vanishes at the

origin since F (0) = 1
2πi

∫ f(u)
u du is the zeroth coefficient of ϕ♭. From the

above paragraph on |w| ≤ e−8π the function F is bounded in terms of
‖ϕ‖WP . It follows from the Schwarz Lemma that |F (w)| ≤ c|w|‖ϕ‖WP

on |w| ≤ e−8π, the desired bound. The integral for G(w) is first trans-
formed by the change of variable uv = τ

G(w) =
−1

2πi

∫

|v|=e−4π

f( τ
v )

τ
v − w

τ
dv

v2
=

1

2πi

∫

|v|=e−4π

τ
wf( τ

v )

v − τ
w

dv

v
.

The function G(w) is holomorphic in the quantity τ
w for | τ

w | ≤ e−8π,
vanishes at the origin and from the Schwarz Lemma satisfies |G(w)| ≤
c| τ

w |‖ϕ‖WP on | τ
w | ≤ e−8π, the desired bound.

We apply the bounds for F and G to bound the pairing QScollar. The
estimate is demonstrated by considering

QScollar

(
F

(
dw

w

)2
)

=

∫

SC(α̃)

(
sin2 ℓα

2π
log |w|

) ∣∣∣∣∣F
(
dw

w

)2
∣∣∣∣∣

2

(ds2)−1

≤ c‖ϕ‖2
WP

∫

SC(α̃)

(
2π

ℓα

)2(
sin4 ℓα

2π
log |w|

)
|dw|2

and substituting | sinµ| ≤ |µ|

≤ c‖ϕ‖2
WP

∫

|w|≤e−8π

(
ℓα
2π

)2

log4 |w| |dw|2 ≤ cℓ2α‖ϕ‖
2
WP ,

the desired bound. The estimate for G is obtained in the same manner.
The proof is complete.

We are now ready to present the overall bound for the Hessian.

Theorem 3.15. The variation of geodesic-length ℓα satisfies

2ℓℓ̈[µ, µ] − ℓ̇2[µ] − 3ℓ̇2[iµ] is O(ℓ3α‖µ‖
2
WP )

and

ℓ∂∂ℓ[µ, µ] − 2∂ℓ[µ]∂ℓ[µ] is O(ℓ3α‖µ‖
2
WP )

for a harmonic Beltrami differential µ ∈ H(R) where for c0 positive the

remainder term constant is uniform for ℓα ≤ c0.

Proof. The specified variation of geodesic-length is bounded by a con-
stant multiple of ℓαQS(ϕ♭, ϕ♭) for µ = (z− z̄)2ϕ, ϕ ∈ Q(R), from Corol-
lary 3.4 and Lemma 3.8. By Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14 the pairing QS is
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bounded by the pairing sum QScollar +QScomp with the sum uniformly
O(ℓ2α‖ϕ‖

2
WP ) for ℓα sufficiently small. It only remains to bound the

pairing QS for ℓα ≥ c1, c1 a universal constant. Given c0 > c1 it suf-
fices from the considerations of Theorem 3.11 to bound the series Pα

for ℓα ≤ c0. An appropriate bound is provided in the following Lemma.
The proof is complete.

A general bound for the series Pα provides a general bound for the
gradient grad ℓα, as well as for the Hessian Hess ℓα.

Lemma 3.16. The series Pα and gradient of geodesic-length for a

simple geodesic α are bounded as follows

Pα ≤ c(1 + ℓαe
ℓα/2) and 〈grad ℓα, grad ℓα〉 ≤ c(ℓα + ℓ2αe

ℓα/2)

for a universal positive constant c.

Proof. The approach follows the considerations for the series S in the
proof of Lemma 3.13. We consider the geodesic α corresponding to the
deck transformation A with axis α̃ the imaginary axis, and fundamental
domain A. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.8, e−2d(z,α̃) ≤ sin2 θ ≤
4e−2d(z,α̃) for z in H in polar form z = reiθ. The function e−2d(z,α̃) has
L1-norm bounded in terms of

∫
A sin2 θ dA = πℓα and satisfies a mean

value estimate. Furthermore, the injectivity radius is bounded below
on thick by a positive constant and, by Lemma 2.3, is bounded below
in terms of min{ℓα, e

−ℓα/2} on collars that α intersects. It follows from
Lemma 2.4 that on thick and collars that α intersects the series Pα is
bounded in terms of 1 + ℓαe

ℓα/2, a desired bound.
It remains to bound the series on the components of thin disjoint from

α. We proceed and consider in the universal cover the location of points

z of A with distance δ(z) to t̃hick, the lift of the thick region of H/Γ.
Since α is disjoint from the remaining thin components, the geodesic

segment from z to α̃ enters t̃hick and consequently δ(z) ≤ d(z, α̃) and

sin θ ≤ 2e−δ(z). We have that points of A at a given positive distance δ

to t̃hick are contained in the region R′
δ = {z ∈ A | arg z ≤ ρ′ or π−ρ′ ≤

arg z} for ρ′ = min{2e−δ, π
2 }. The larger region R′

δ−1 contains disjoint
balls of radius min{1, inj(z)} about the 〈A〉\Γ-orbit of z in A. It now
follows from the formula for

∫
A s dA of Lemma 3.13 that

∫
B(z,ρ) Pα dA

is bounded in terms of ℓαe
−δ. It then follows from Lemma 2.4 that

Pα(z) is bounded in terms of ℓαe
−δinj(z)−1. The desired bound now

follows from Lemma 2.2. In combination with the bound of the above
paragraph we have that Pα is bounded by 1+ℓαe

ℓα/2, the desired bound.
We next bound the gradient of geodesic-length. From the inequality∣∣(dz
z )2
∣∣(ds2)−1 = sin2 θ ≤ 4e−2d(z,α̃) and remarks following Definition

3.9 we have that
∣∣Θα

∣∣(ds2)−1 ≤ 4 Pα. From formula (2) the gradient

grad ℓα is represented by 2
πΘα and the above L1 and L∞ bounds for Pα

provide the desired bound for the inner product. The proof is complete.
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4. WP geometry

4.1. Comparisons for the WP metric. Let T be the Teichmüller
space of genus g, n punctured Riemann surfaces with F the reference
topological surface for the markings, [IT92, Nag88]. The points of T
are equivalence classes {(R, f)} of surfaces with reference homeomor-
phisms f : F → R. The complex of curves C(F ) is defined as follows.
The vertices of C(F ) are the free homotopy classes of homotopically
nontrivial, non peripheral, simple closed curves on F . An edge of the
complex consists of a pair of homotopy classes of disjoint simple closed
curves. A k-simplex consists of k+ 1 homotopy classes of mutually dis-
joint simple closed curves. A maximal set of mutually disjoint simple
closed curves, a partition, has 3g − 3 + n elements. The mapping class
group Mod acts on the complex C(F ).

The Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates for T are given in terms of geodesic-
lengths and lengths of auxiliary geodesic segments, [Abi80, Bus92,
IT92, Mas01, Wol82]. A partition P = {α1, . . . , α3g−3+n} decom-
poses the reference surface F into 2g − 2 + n components, each homeo-
morphic to a sphere with a combination of three discs or points removed.
A marked Riemann surface (R, f) is likewise decomposed into pants by
the geodesics representing the elements of P. Each component pants,
relative to its hyperbolic metric, has a combination of three geodesic
boundaries and cusps. For each component pants the shortest geodesic
segments connecting boundaries determine designated points on each
boundary. For each geodesic α in the pants decomposition of R a pa-
rameter τα is defined as the displacement along the geodesic between
designated points, one for each side of the geodesic. For marked Rie-
mann surfaces close to an initial reference marked Riemann surface, the
displacement τα is the distance between the designated points; in gen-
eral the displacement is the analytic continuation (the lifting) of the
distance measurement. For α in P define the Fenchel-Nielsen angle by
ϑα = 2πτα/ℓα. The Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates for Teichmüller space
for the decomposition P are (ℓα1

, ϑα1
, . . . , ℓα3g−3+n , ϑα3g−3+n). The co-

ordinates provide a real analytic equivalence of T to (R+ × R)3g−3+n,
[Abi80, Bus92, IT92, Mas01, Wol82].

A bordification (a partial compactification) of Teichmüller space is
introduced by extending the range of the Fenchel-Nielsen parameters.
The added points correspond to unions of hyperbolic surfaces with for-
mal pairings of cusps. The interpretation of length vanishing is the
key ingredient. For an ℓα equal to zero, the angle ϑα is not defined
and in place of the geodesic for α there appears a pair of cusps; the
reference map f is now a homeomorphism of F −α to a union of hyper-
bolic surfaces (curves parallel to α map to loops encircling the cusps).
The parameter space for a pair (ℓα, ϑα) will be the identification space
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R≥0 ×R/{(0, y) ∼ (0, y′)}. More generally, for the pants decomposition
P a frontier set FP is added to the Teichmüller space by extending the
Fenchel-Nielsen parameter ranges: for each α ∈ P, extend the range of
ℓα to include the value 0, with ϑα not defined for ℓα = 0. The points of
FP parameterize unions of Riemann surfaces with each ℓα = 0, α ∈ P,
specifying a pair of cusps. The points of FP are Riemann surfaces with
nodes in the sense of Bers, [Ber74]. For a simplex σ ⊂ P, define the σ-
null stratum, a subset of FP , as T (σ) = {R | ℓα(R) = 0 iff α ∈ σ}. Null
strata are given as products of lower dimensional Teichmüller spaces.
The frontier set FP is the union of the σ-null strata for the sub sim-
plices of P. Neighborhood bases for points of FP ⊂ T ∪ FP are spec-
ified by the condition that for each simplex σ ⊂ P the projection
((ℓβ , ϑβ), ℓα) : T ∪ T (σ) →

∏
β /∈σ(R+ × R) ×

∏
α∈σ(R≥0) is continuous.

For a simplex σ contained in partitions P and P ′ the specified neighbor-
hood systems for T ∪ T (σ) are equivalent. The augmented Teichmüller

space T = T ∪σ∈C(F ) T (σ) is the resulting stratified topological space,

[Abi77, Ber74]. T is not locally compact since points of the frontier
do not have relatively compact neighborhoods; the neighborhood bases
are unrestricted in the ϑα parameters for α a σ-null. The action of Mod
on T extends to an action by homeomorphisms on T (the action on T
is not properly discontinuous) and the quotient T /Mod is topologically
the compactified moduli space of stable curves, [Abi77, see Math. Rev.
56 #679].

We present an alternate description of the frontier points in terms of
representations of groups and the Chabauty topology. A Riemann sur-
face with punctures and hyperbolic metric is uniformized by a cofinite
subgroup Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R). A puncture corresponds to the Γ-conjugacy
class of a maximal parabolic subgroup. In general, a Riemann surface
with punctures corresponds to the PSL(2; R) conjugacy class of a tuple
(Γ, 〈Γ01〉, . . . , 〈Γ0n〉) where 〈Γ0j〉 are the maximal parabolic classes and
a labeling for punctures is a labeling for conjugacy classes. A Rie-

mann surface with nodes R′ is a finite collection of PSL(2; R) con-
jugacy classes of tuples (Γ∗, 〈Γ∗

01〉, . . . , 〈Γ
∗
0n∗〉) with a formal pairing

of certain maximal parabolic classes. The conjugacy class of a tuple
is called a part of R′. The unpaired maximal parabolic classes are
the punctures of R′ and the genus of R′ is defined by the relation
Total area = 2π(2g−2+n). A cofinite PSL(2; R) injective representa-
tion of the fundamental group of a surface is topologically allowable pro-
vided peripheral elements correspond to peripheral elements. A point
of the Teichmüller space T is given by the PSL(2; R) conjugacy class of
a topologically allowable injective cofinite representation of the funda-
mental group π1(F ) → Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R). For a simplex σ a point of T (σ)
is given by a collection {(Γ∗, 〈Γ∗

01〉, . . . , 〈Γ
∗
0n∗〉)} of tuples with: a bi-

jection between σ and the paired maximal parabolic classes; a bijection
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between the components {Fj} of F−σ and the conjugacy classes of parts

(Γj , 〈Γj
01〉, . . . , 〈Γ

j
0nj 〉) and the PSL(2; R) conjugacy classes of topolog-

ically allowable isomorphisms π1(Fj) → Γj , [Abi77, Ber74]. We are
interested in geodesic-lengths for a sequence of points of T converging
to a point of T (σ). The convergence of hyperbolic metrics provides
that for closed curves of F disjoint from σ geodesic-lengths converge,
while closed curves with essential σ intersections have geodesic-lengths
tending to infinity, [Ber74, Wol90].

We refer to the Chabauty topology to describe the convergence for
the PSL(2; R) representations. Chabauty introduced a topology for
the space of discrete subgroups of a locally compact group, [Cha50]. A
neighborhood of Γ ⊂ PSL(2; R) is specified by a neighborhood U of the
identity in PSL(2; R) and a compact subset K ⊂ PSL(2; R). A discrete
group Γ′ is in the neighborhood N (Γ, U,K) provided Γ′ ∩K ⊆ ΓU and
Γ∩K ⊆ Γ′U . The sets N (Γ, U,K) provide a neighborhood basis for the
topology. We consider a sequence of points of T converging to a point
of T (σ) corresponding to {(Γ∗, 〈Γ∗

01〉, . . . , 〈Γ
∗
0n∗〉)}. Important for the

present considerations is the following property. Given a sequence of
points of T converging to a point of T (σ) and a component Fj of F −σ,
there exist PSL(2; R) conjugations such that restricted to π1(Fj) the
corresponding representations converge elementwise to π1(Fj) → Γj ,
[Har74, Thrm. 2].

We continue for a simplex σ to consider geodesic-length functions in a
neighborhood of an augmentation point p of T (σ) ⊂ T . For the follow-
ing considerations we refer to the elements of σ as the short geodesics.
We are interested in collections of geodesic-length functions giving co-
ordinates in a neighborhood of p.

Definition 4.1. A relative length basis for a point p of T (σ) is a
collection τ of vertices of C(F ) disjoint from the elements of σ such
that at p the gradients {grad ℓβ}β∈τ provide the germ of a frame over
R for the tangent space TT (σ).

Examples of relative length bases are given as the union of a partition
and a dual partition for R − σ, see [Bus92, Chap. 3 Secs. 3 & 4],
[MM00, markings in Sec. 2.5] and [Wol82, Thrm. 3.4]. The lengths
of the elements of a relative length basis are necessarily bounded on
a neighborhood in T . We consider below for a geodesic γ the root

geodesic-length ℓ
1/2
γ and gradient λγ = grad ℓ

1/2
γ . We also introduce the

convention that the pairing 〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 vanishes for geodesics α, β
on distinct components (parts) of a Riemann surface with nodes.

Lemma 4.2. The WP pairing of geodesic-length gradients 〈grad ℓα,
grad ℓβ〉 is continuous in a neighborhood of a point p of T (σ) ⊂ T
for α and β disjoint from the simplex σ. The matrix of WP pairings
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for a combined short and relative length basis {λα, iλα, grad ℓβ}α∈σ, β∈τ

determines a germ at p of a continuous map from T into a real general

linear group GL(R). The matrix of WP Hermitian pairings for the basis

{λα}α∈σ′ for σ′ a partition containing σ determines a germ at p of a

continuous map into a complex general linear group GL(C).

Proof. We consider a sequence in T converging to the point p. Con-
jugate the representations to arrange for each that α has the imaginary
axis α̃ as a lift. Use the representations to label the elements of the
discrete groups. We suppress subscripts and write Γ for a group in the
sequence. For 〈A〉 ⊂ Γ the stabilizer of α̃, the group 〈A〉 acts on the lifts

of β. Select a lift β̃ of β at minimal distance from α̃ and with nearest
point projection to α̃ in I = {iy | 1 ≤ y < eℓα} ⊂ H. Either the selected

lifts β̃ have distance to α̃ tending to infinity, or for a subsequence the
lifts converge. In Γ denote the stabilizer of β̃ by 〈B〉 and select double-

coset representatives with the nearest point for C(β̃), C ∈ 〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉
also in I.

We first consider the fixed number of double-cosets for which C(β̃) in-
tersects α̃ in I. The corresponding transformations CBC−1 have trans-
lation length ℓβ and axes intersecting a relatively compact set. The
Chabauty convergence of groups provides that the contributions of the
double-cosets converges. We next consider the double-cosets for the non
intersecting axes α̃ and C(β̃). As in the proof of Lemma 3.12, intro-
duce balls about the secondary points on the minimal geodesic segments
connecting C(β̃) to α̃. The balls are contained in the collars about the

distinct axes C(β̃), and consequently the balls for distinct axes are dis-
joint. Now from the mean value property the 〈A〉\Γ/〈B〉 double-coset

sum of f(u) = u log u+1
u−1 − 2 for u = d(α̃, C(β̃)) is bounded by the

corresponding integral. Furthermore, if the summands are arranged in
order of increasing distance then a uniform majorant for the sum is
given in terms of the integrals

∫
B(q,r) f(u) dA. Accordingly the limit

of the double-coset sum as representations tend to a Riemann surface
with nodes is the sum of the term-by-term limits. We consider the term
limits.

Let Γ′ be a part of p containing the limit of the stabilizer 〈A〉. For
Chabauty convergence deck transformations corresponding to β either
limit to elements of Γ′ or have axes with distance from α̃ tending to
infinity. In the latter case, since f(u) ≈ e−2d the limiting contribution
to the sum is zero. For the former case each deck transformation of Γ′

corresponding to β is a limit of deck transformations with contributions
converging. The pairing 〈grad ℓα, grad ℓβ〉 is continuous relative to the
Chabauty topology.
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The considerations for the point p involve the pairing 〈grad ℓα,
i grad ℓβ〉 only for the circumstance of α disjoint from β. The twist-
length formula of [Wol83, Thrm. 3.3] provides that the pairing vanishes
in this situation. The non zero pairings are all of the form 〈grad ℓα,
grad ℓβ〉.

The matrix P of WP pairings for a combined short and relative length
basis is a Chabauty continuous matrix-valued function. The desired con-
clusion follows from Lemma 3.12 provided the determinant is non zero
at p. Let V be the span for the short geodesics basis {λα, iλα}α∈σ and
V ′ be the span for the relative length basis {grad ℓβ}β∈τ . By hypothe-
sis the pairing matrix P ′ for V ′ has non zero determinant at p. From
Lemma 3.12 and the twist-length formula the limit of the pairing matrix
for V at each point of T (σ) is 1

2π I and for V with V ′ is the null matrix.

We have at p that det(P ) = (2π)− dimV det(P ′), the desired property.
The matrix P of WP Hermitian pairings for {λα}α∈σ′ is a Chabauty

continuous matrix-valued function. The conclusion follows provided the
determinant is non zero. Let V be the span for the short geodesics basis
{λα}α∈σ and V ′ be the span for the basis {λα}α∈σ′−σ for completing

a partition. The complex differentials {∂ℓ
1/2
α }α∈σ′−σ provide a global

frame over C for the tangent space of T (σ), [Wol82, Thrm. 3.7]. The
pairing matrix P ′ for V ′ has non zero determinant at p. As above, the
limit of the pairing matrix for V is 1

2π I and for V with V ′ is the null

matrix. We have at p that det(P ) = (2π)− dimV det(P ′). The proof is
complete.

We are ready to present expressions comparable to the WP metric.
Bers showed that a rough fundamental domain for Mod acting on T
is provided in terms of bounded length partitions. For suitable posi-
tive constants cg,n a rough fundamental domain is the union of regions
{ℓα ≤ cg,n, 0 ≤ ϑα ≤ 2π | α ∈ σ} for σ ranging over the finite number
of homotopically distinct partitions, [Ber74, Bus92]. Theorem 3.11
already provides that Hess ℓα is comparable to the weighted WP pair-
ing 〈 , Pα〉. We write f ≍ g for tensors, provided there exist positive
constants c′, c′′ such that c′g ≤ f ≤ c′′g for all evaluations. We have the
following comparability for bounded length partitions.

Theorem 4.3. The WP metric is comparable to a sum of first and

second derivatives of geodesic-length functions for a partition σ and J
the almost complex structure as follows

〈 , 〉 ≍
∑

α∈σ

(dℓ1/2
α )2 + (dℓ1/2

α ◦ J)2 ≍
∑

α∈σ

Hess ℓα

where given c0 positive there are positive constants c1 and c2 for the

comparability on the Bers region B = {ℓα ≤ c0 | α ∈ σ}.

Proof. There are a finite number of distinct partitions modulo the
action of Mod. It is enough to establish the existence of c1 and c2
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depending on c0 and the choice of σ. The first comparability is equiva-
lent to the boundedness in GL(C) of the Hermitian pairing matrix for

{∂ℓ
1/2
α }α∈σ. The partition σ and pairing matrix

(
〈∂ℓ

1/2
α , ∂ℓ

1/2
α′ 〉Herm

)

are invariant under the group Twist(σ) of Dehn twists about the ele-
ments of σ. It is enough to consider the pairing matrix on the product
of punctured discs B/Twist(σ). WP metric balls provide a system of
relatively compact neighborhoods of (B − B)/Twist(σ) ⊂ T /Twist(σ).
Lemma 4.2 provides for the boundedness on sufficiently small closed
metric balls. The region B/Twist(σ) is compact and a finite collection
of suitable metric balls is selected to cover (B−B)/Twist(σ). The com-

plex differentials {∂ℓ
1/2
α }α∈σ also provide a global frame over C for the

tangent bundle of T , [Wol82, Thrm. 3.7]. The pairing is bounded in
GL(C) on the complement of the finite collection. The first compara-
bility is established.

The second comparability is a consequence of the bounds for the Hes-
sian. From Corollary 3.4 the real and complex Hessians are uniformly
comparable with 8 ∂ℓ1/2∂ℓ1/2 ≤ ∂∂ℓ. From Theorem 3.15 the Hessian

∂∂ℓ is uniformly bounded in terms of
∑

α |∂ℓ
1/2
α |2 and the WP metric

for bounded geodesic-lengths. The proof is complete.
From Lemma 3.12, the twist-length vanishing, and Theorem 3.15 we

find the following.

Corollary 4.4. The WP metric has the geodesic-length differential

and Hessian expansions

〈 , 〉 = 2π
∑

α∈σ

(dℓ1/2
α )2 + (dℓ1/2

α ◦ J)2 +O

((
∑

α∈σ

ℓ3α

)
〈 , 〉

)

=
π

6

∑

α∈σ

Hess ℓ2α
ℓα

+O

((
∑

α∈σ

ℓ2α

)
〈 , 〉

)

at the maximal frontier point of T for the partition σ.

We present a local form of the comparability for a relative length
basis.

Corollary 4.5. The WP metric is comparable to a sum of differen-

tials of geodesic-length functions for a simplex σ of short geodesics and

corresponding relative length basis τ as follows

〈 , 〉 ≍
∑

α∈σ

(dℓ1/2
α )2 + (dℓ1/2

α ◦ J)2 +
∑

β∈τ

(dℓβ)2

where given p ∈ T (σ) and σ, τ there is a neighborhood U of p in T ⊂ T
and positive constants c1 and c2 for the comparability.
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We sketch an application for the compactified moduli space of stable
curves M = T /Mod. The compactified moduli space is a complex V -
manifold and projective variety, [DM69]. The quotient M = T /Mod
is the classical moduli space of curves and the compactification locus
D = M − M is the divisor of noded stable curves. The divisor D is
stratified corresponding to the Mod-orbits of the augmentation locus
of T . A point of D has a neighborhood with a local manifold cover
given as the product of an open set in a stratum T (σ) and parameters
for the transverse to D. A point of T (σ) has nodes labeled by the
elements of σ. For each node of a stable curve a local plumbing family
{zw = t} → {|t| < 1} contributes a parameter t for the transverse.
Let D(σ) be a stratum of D represented by a stratum T (σ) ⊂ T . The
complex tangent bundle of D(σ) ⊂ M has a local extension as follows.
Let N (σ) be the subbundle of the tangent bundle of M with frame
{λα, Jλα}α∈σ. As noted above for a partition σ′ ⊃ σ the complex

differentials {∂ℓ
1/2
α }α∈σ′ provide a local frame for the tangent bundle

of M. The complex tangent bundle of D(σ) is characterized as the
restriction of the orthogonal complement N (σ)⊥ to the locus D(σ). We
write 〈 , 〉N (σ)⊥ for the restriction of the WP metric to N (σ)⊥. The

restriction of the WP metric to the tangent space of D(σ) coincides with
the lower dimensional WP metric of T (σ), [Mas76, Wol03]. The WP
metric for N (σ)⊥ is an extension of the lower dimensional WP metric.
The expansion ℓα = 2π2(− log |tα|)

−1 +O((log |tα|)
−2) for the geodesic-

length in terms of the plumbing parameter [Wol90, Example 4.3] and

the expansion dT (σ) = (2π
∑

α∈σ ℓα)1/2 +O(
∑

α∈σ ℓ
5/2
α ) for the distance

to T (σ) (see Corollary 4.10 below) suggest the following.

Corollary 4.6. The geodesic-length functions for the simplex σ pro-

vide an expansion for the WP Kähler potential for the transverse to

D(σ) ⊂ M. The WP metric has the expansion

〈 , 〉 = 〈 , 〉N (σ)⊥ + π∂∂
∑

α∈σ

ℓα +O

((
∑

α∈σ

ℓ2α

)
〈 , 〉

)

in a local manifold cover for a neighborhood of a point of D(σ) where for

c0 positive the remainder term constant is uniform for ℓα ≤ c0, α ∈ σ.

Proof. We consider the orthogonal decomposition N (σ) ⊕ N(σ)⊥.
The considerations for Corollary 4.4 provide for the expansion 〈 , 〉N (σ)

= 8π
∑

α∈σ |∂ℓ
1/2
α |2 + O(

∑
α ℓ

3
α〈 , 〉). Theorem 3.15 provides for the

expansion 8|∂ℓ
1/2
α |2 = ∂∂ℓα +O(ℓ2α〈 , 〉). The proof is complete.

The expansion for ℓα also suggests consideration of ∂∂(−ℓ−1
α ). The

complex Hessian is positive definite by Corollary 3.4, and by Theorem
3.15 is bounded by the WP metric and a constant uniform for ℓα ≤ c0.
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4.2. A formula for the WP connection. We present an expansion
for the WP covariant derivative of gradients of geodesic-length functions.
The formula enables further study of gradients of geodesic-length func-
tions, calculation of their Lie brackets and an examination of geodesics
ending at the augmentation T − T . To show the formal nature of the
connection for geodesic-length functions we continue and write J for the
almost complex structure of T , and for a geodesic γ for the hyperbolic

surface we write λγ = grad ℓ
1/2
γ for the root geodesic-length gradient.

The Riemannian Hessian is directly related to covariant differentiation
Hessh(U, V ) = 〈DU gradh, V 〉 for vector fields U, V , [O’N83].

Theorem 4.7. The WP covariant derivative D of the root geodesic-

length gradient λα satisfies

DUλα = 3ℓ−1/2
α 〈Jλα, U〉Jλα +O(ℓ3/2

α ‖U‖)

in terms of the WP norm ‖ ‖ where for c0 positive the remainder term

constant is uniform for ℓα ≤ c0.

Proof. We have from Theorem 3.15 that

Hess ℓ1/2
α (U, V ) =

3

4
ℓ−3/2
α (ℓ̇α ◦ J)2 +O(ℓ3/2

α ‖U‖‖V ‖)

= 3ℓ−1/2
α 〈Jλα, U〉〈Jλα, V 〉 + O(ℓ3/2

α ).

The conclusion now follows from the characterization of DU gradh as
the dual in the inner product of the linear functional HessH(U, V ) of
V . The proof is complete.

We use the formula to study the covariant derivative and behavior
of WP geodesics in a neighborhood of a point p of T (σ) ⊂ T for the
simplex σ. Basic properties of a Kähler metric include that J is orthog-
onal, that J is parallel DUJV = JDUV , and the commutator relation
[U, V ] = DUV −DV U . We continue following Definition 4.1 and consider
S = {λα}α∈σ for the short geodesic-lengths and R = {grad ℓβ}β∈τ for a
relative length basis. The collection {λα, Jλα, grad ℓβ}α∈σ, β∈τ provides
a local tangent frame for T in a neighborhood of p. Lemma 3.12 de-
scribes the inner products of elements of the frame. We further consider
the behavior of the frame.

The elements of JS have the geometric description as the infinites-
imal Fenchel-Nielsen right twist deformations, [Wol82, display (1.1),

Coro. 2.8, Thrm. 2.10]. In particular 2ℓ
1/2
α Jλα = J grad ℓα = 2tα

and Jλα = ℓ
−1/2
α tα for the infinitesimal right twist normalized for

the hyperbolic distance between the designated reference points hav-
ing unit derivative. The Lie bracket for the rescaled twist deformations

T̃γ = 4ℓ
1/2
γ sinh ℓγJλγ has the structure of a Lie algebra over the inte-

gers, [Wol83, Thrm. 4.8]. For Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates the angle is
defined as ϑα = 2πτα/ℓα with an increment of 2π corresponding to a
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full rotation (a Dehn twist.) The corresponding Fenchel-Nielsen infin-

itesimal angle variation is given as Tα = (2π)−1ℓ
3/2
α Jλα = (2π)−1ℓαtα

for which ϑα has unit derivative. From Lemma 3.12 the norm ‖Tα‖ is

bounded as O(ℓ
3/2
α ). We abbreviate notation for the simplex σ and write

A = {Tα}α∈σ for the Fenchel-Nielsen angle variations, S = {λα}α∈σ for
the short geodesic root length gradients, and R = {grad ℓβ} for the
relative length basis gradients. The elements of σ are disjoint and the
angle variations Tα, α ∈ σ commute.

Corollary 4.8. The Lie brackets of the elements of S and R on T
in a neighborhood of p ∈ T (σ) ⊂ T are bounded as follows: [Tα, λα′ ]

is O(ℓ3α + ℓ
3/2
α ℓ

3/2
α′ ), [Tα, grad ℓβ ] is O(ℓ

3/2
α ), [λα, λα′ ] is O(ℓ

3/2
α + ℓ

3/2
α′ ),

[λα, λβ ] is O(ℓ
3/2
α + ℓ

3/2
β ) and [λβ , λβ′ ] is O(ℓ

−1/2
β + ℓ

−1/2
β′ ), for α, α′ ∈ σ

and β, β′ ∈ τ . On T the elements of S have covariant derivatives with

projections onto the span of S bounded as O(
∑

α∈σ ℓ
3/2
α ). For c0 positive

all constants are uniform for ℓα, ℓβ ≤ c0, α ∈ σ and β ∈ τ .

Proof. We begin with [Tα, λα′ ] = DTαλα′ −Dλα′Tα where from The-
orem 4.7 and the definition of Tα

DTαλα′ = 3ℓ
−1/2
α′ 〈Jλα′ , Tα〉Jλα′ + O(ℓ3/2

α ℓ
3/2
α′ )

= 3(2π)−1ℓ
−1/2
α′ ℓ3/2

α 〈λα′ , λα〉Jλα′ +O(ℓ3/2
α ℓ

3/2
α′ )

and

Dλα′Tα = (2π)−1(λα′ℓ3/2
α )Jλα + (2π)−1ℓ3/2

α JDλα′λα

= 3(2π)−1ℓα〈λα′ , λα〉Jλα + (2π)−1ℓ3/2
α JDλα′λα.

The desired bound for [Tα, λα′ ] now follows from Lemma 3.12 and the
twist-length vanishing, [Wol83, Thrm. 3.3]. The bound for [Tα, grad ℓβ ]
follows similarly from Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 3.12. The bounds for
[λ∗, λ∗∗] follow from Theorem 4.7, Lemma 3.12 and the twist-length
vanishing. For the covariant derivatives of elements of S we consider

DUλα = 3ℓ
−1/2
α 〈Jλα, U〉projS Jλα +O(ℓ

3/2
α ‖U‖) and note that the pro-

jection projS Jλα onto the span of S vanishes by the twist-length van-
ishing. The proof is complete.

We are ready to consider geodesics that end at the augmentation
point p in T (σ) ⊂ T . Yamada discovered that the augmented Te-
ichmüller space is a complete CAT (0) metric space with strata T (σ)
forming convex subsets, [DW03, MW02, Wol03, Yam04]. A closed
convex set in a CAT (0) metric space is the base of a distance non in-
creasing projection, [BH99, Chap. II.2, Prop. 2.4]. Accordingly, there
is a projection projT (σ) of T onto the closure of T (σ). The unique geo-

desic from q ∈ T to projT (σ)(q) realizes distance from its points to the

closure of T (σ).
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Definition 4.9. A terminating WP geodesic has endpoint on a stra-
tum T (σ). A projecting WP geodesic realizes distance between its
points and a stratum T (σ).

We consider geodesic-length functions and tangent fields for unit-
speed geodesics κ of T ending at the augmentation point p. Such WP
geodesics κ are parameterized in t for 0 ≤ t ≤ t0 with κ(0) = p. For the
topology of T and geodesics γ on the hyperbolic surface not transversely
intersecting the short geodesics α , α ∈ σ, the geodesic-length functions
ℓγ are continuous on κ and real analytic for 0 < t ≤ t0. Furthermore, by

Corollary 3.4 the root geodesic-length functions ℓ
1/2
γ are convex along

κ. It follows that on κ the functions ℓ
1/2
γ have one-sided derivatives at

t = 0. And as noted above the collection S ∪ JS ∪ R provides a local
tangent frame for T in a neighborhood of p ∈ T (σ) ⊂ T . We have the
following description of the tangent field of a terminating geodesic.

Corollary 4.10. A geodesic κ that terminates at p has tangent field
d
dt almost in the span of S∪R as follows: ‖projJS

d
dt‖ is O(t

∑
α∈σ ℓ

3/2
α )

for small t and projJS the projection onto the span of JS. On a ter-

minating geodesic κ a geodesic-length function ℓα, α ∈ σ, either is

identically zero or satisfies dℓ
1/2
α
dt (t) = aα + O(tℓ

3/2
α ) for small t with

aα = dℓ
1/2
α
dt (0+) nonzero.

A unit-speed projecting geodesic ς has tangent field almost constant

in the span of S as follows:

d

dt
= (2π)−1

∑

α∈σ

aαλα + O(t2
∑

α∈σ

ℓα)

for small t with (2π)1/2‖(aα)‖Euclid = 1 in terms of the Euclidean norm.

The distance dT (σ) on T to the closure of T (σ) satisfies

dT (σ) ≤ (2π
∑

α∈σ

ℓα)1/2 and dT (σ) = (2π
∑

α∈σ

ℓα)1/2 + O(
∑

α∈σ

ℓ5/2
α ).

For c0 positive all constants are uniform for ℓα ≤ c0, α ∈ σ.

Proof. The first matter is the estimate for the pairing 〈λα, J
d
dt〉 for a

terminating geodesic. We introduce the function f(t) = 〈grad ℓ2α, J
d
dt〉

for which f ′(t) = 〈D d
dt

grad ℓ2α, J
d
dt〉 = Hess ℓ2α( d

dt , J
d
dt). From Lemma

3.12 we note that f(0) = 0. From Theorem 3.15 we observe that
Hess ℓ2α has principal term 12ℓα(〈λα,

d
dt〉〈λα, J

d
dt〉 + 〈Jλα,

d
dt〉〈Jλα, J

d
dt〉)

vanishing, and consequently Hess ℓ2α is bounded as O(ℓ3α). Since ℓα is
increasing in t it follows on integration in t that f(t) is bounded as

O(tℓ3α) and since grad ℓ2α = 2ℓ
3/2
α λα, it further follows that 〈λα, J

d
dt〉 is

bounded as O(tℓ
3/2
α ), the first conclusion. It then follows from Theo-

rem 4.7 that Hess ℓ
1/2
α ( d

dt ,
d
dt) is bounded as O(ℓ

3/2
α ) and on integration
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that dℓ
1/2
α
dt (t) = aα + O(tℓ

3/2
α ) for aα the initial one-sided derivative of

ℓ
1/2
α . We pose that the derivative is nonzero provided ℓα is not iden-

tically zero. Proceeding by contradiction, if aα = 0 then ℓ
1/2
α satisfies

the description of g(t) increasing with g(0) = 0 and | dg
dt |≤ Ctg(t)3.

Integration provides g(t0)
−2−g(t1)

−2 ≤ C(t21− t
2
0) which implies g(t)−2

is bounded as t tends to zero in contradiction to g(0) = 0, as desired.

A further integration of dℓ
1/2
α
dt provides that ℓ

1/2
α = aαt + O(t2ℓ

3/2
α ) and

(2π
∑

α∈σ

ℓα)1/2 = (2π)1/2‖(aα)‖Euclid t+O(t2
∑

α∈σ

ℓ3/2
α )

for the Euclidean norm of the vector (aα)α∈σ.
We further consider the projecting geodesic ς. We recall the prior ex-

pansion dT (σ) = (2π
∑

α∈σ ℓα)1/2 + O(
∑

α∈σ ℓ
2
α) for the distance to the

stratum T (σ), [Wol03, Coro. 21]. Specialize by restricting dT (σ) to the
unit-speed projecting geodesic ς for which dT (σ)(ς(t)) = t and substitute
the expansion from the above paragraph to derive the unity equation
1 = (2π)1/2‖(aα)‖Euclid. The expansion for dT (σ) is established. The in-
equality for distance and geodesic-length follows since on ς the functions
dT (σ) and (2π

∑
α∈σ ℓα)1/2 have the same initial derivative with the for-

mer linear and the latter convex. Finally, we consider the vector field
V = d

dt − (2π)−1
∑

α∈σ aαλα along ς. Noting that d
dt is parallel along

the geodesic and applying Theorem 4.7 with the bound that 〈Jλα,
d
dt〉

is O(tℓ
3/2
α ) we observe that D d

dt
V is bounded as O(t

∑
α∈σ ℓα) and on

integration that V is bounded as O(t2
∑

α∈σ ℓα), the final bound. The
proof is complete.

We now apply the considerations to give an improvement for Lemma
4.2. We adopt the convention that at an augmentation point the WP
pairings with λα and Jλα are determined by continuity.

Corollary 4.11.

The WP pairing matrix P for the frame {λα, Jλα, grad ℓβ} for α ∈
σ, β ∈ τ satisfies P (q) = P (p) + O(d(p, q)) in a neighborhood of the

point p .

Proof. First, the twist–length vanishing provides that the vectors
{Jλα}α∈σ are orthogonal to {λα, grad ℓβ}α∈σ, β∈τ . Second, Lemma 3.12
and Corollary 4.10 provide that the pairings 〈λα, λα′〉 and 〈λα, grad ℓβ〉
have an expansion with an O(d(p, q)3) remainder. Third, to analyze
〈grad ℓβ , grad ℓβ′〉 we consider its derivative along the geodesic connect-
ing p to q and apply Theorem 4.7 to estimate the covariant derivatives.
The geodesic-lengths {ℓβ}β∈τ are bounded in a neighborhood and conse-
quently the derivative of the pairing is bounded. The proof is complete.

We now use properties of geodesics to describe families of surfaces
with 〈grad ℓα, grad ℓα〉 ≥ eℓα/2 in comparison to Lemma 3.16. Begin
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with the family of hyperbolic pants with two boundaries with a com-
mon length and combine the boundaries to form a one-holed torus with
a reflection symmetry fixing the combined geodesic β. Let T be the
marked family of one-holed tori with reflection. Let α be the geodesic
which crosses the β collar and intersects β orthogonally. In general con-
sider a sub locus of Teichmüller space of surfaces with reflection con-
taining the family of tori T as marked subsurfaces. Further consider a
terminating geodesic in the sub locus with unit-speed parameter t and
ℓβ tending to zero. From the description of collars and the Gromov-
Hausdorff compactness of the thick regions it follows that along the
geodesic ℓα = 2 log 1/ℓβ + O(1). From the above corollary it follows
for the geodesic that ℓβ = ct2 + O(t5). From convexity and the mean

value theorem it follows that the derivative dℓα
dt is comparable to −1/t or

equivalently comparable to −ℓ
−1/2
β . We have from the relation between

ℓα and ℓβ that (dℓα
dt )2 is comparable to eℓα/2 as proposed.

4.3. The Alexandrov tangent cone at the augmentation. We
consider the infinitesimal structure in a neighborhood of the augmenta-
tion. The augmentation locus has codimension at least 2 with neighbor-
hoods not locally compact. We find that the Alexandrov tangent cone is
suited to describe the behavior of geodesics terminating at the augmen-
tation. In Theorem 4.18 we present an isometry from the Alexandrov
tangent cone to the product of a Euclidean orthant and the tangent
space of the stratum with WP metric. The Alexandrov tangent cone
has the structure of a cone in an inner product space. The isometry is
in terms of root geodesic-length functions. The analysis combines the
Euclidean geometry of Fenchel-Nielsen angle variations about disjoint
geodesics, the expansion of the WP pairing for root geodesic-lengths, the
expansion for the WP connection and basic properties for a CAT (0)
geometry. Throughout the following discussion we consider the short

geodesic root lengths {ℓ
1/2
α }α∈σ and following Definition 4.1 a relative

length basis {ℓβ}β∈τ .

Definition 4.12. A length number for an augmentation point p of

T (σ) is a tuple L = (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β )α∈σ, β∈τ of root geodesic-length functions

for the short geodesics σ and a relative length basis τ . A length number
variation for the point p is the tuple of gradients (λα, λβ)α∈σ, β∈τ .

In the following, without distinguishing the index sets σ and τ we may

write (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β ) to denote length numbers and (λα, λβ) to denote length

numbers variation; we may also write (ℓ
1/2
α ) and (λj) for the tuples. Be-

ginning properties are as follows. Fenchel-Nielsen angles are defined

by introducing a partition containing σ. Length numbers (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β ) in

combination with a partial collection (ϑα)α∈σ of Fenchel-Nielsen angles
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provide local coordinates at the point p. Equivalently, the length num-

bers (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β ) determine the corresponding Riemann surface modulo

the Fenchel-Nielsen angles for α ∈ σ, [Abi80, Bus92, IT92, Mas01,
Wol82]. Let |σ| denote the number of short geodesics and Flow(σ)

the Lie group isomorphic to R|σ| of Fenchel-Nielsen angle variations.
The Flow(σ) invariant neighborhoods of the point p provide a neigh-
borhood basis. For a Flow(σ) invariant neighborhood N length num-

bers (ℓ
1/2
σ , ℓ

1/2
β ) provide coordinates for the differentiable manifold with

boundary N/F low(σ). As already noted {ℓα = 0} is locally a product of

lower dimensional Teichmüller spaces. For ℓp = (ℓ
1/2
β )β∈τ ∈ Rdim T −2|σ|,

the length number (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β ) image of N is a neighborhood of (0, ℓp)

in R
|σ|
≥0 × Rdim T −2|σ|.

Given WP geodesics γ0, γ1 terminating at p, we will introduce 2-
parameter families to interpolate between the pair. The interpolation
is based on the observation from Corollary 4.10 that on a terminating
geodesic the short geodesic-lengths are almost linear in WP arc length.
The first family will interpolate γ0 to a curve γ∗ with length numbers
matching γ1. The second family will interpolate the Fenchel-Nielsen
angles of γ∗ and γ1. Begin with the convex combination of length num-
bers F (s, t) = (1 − s)L(γ0(t)) + sL(γ1(t)), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, contained in

R
|σ|
≥0 × Rdim T −2|σ|. From the above for t sufficiently small, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,

the family F (s, t) lies in the range of L on N/F low(σ). The inverse im-
age L−1(F (s, t)) is a differentiable 2-parameter family in N/F low(σ) or
equivalently F = L−1(F (s, t)) ⊂ T is a 2 + |σ|-parameter differentiable

family parameterized by 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 < t ≤ t′ and R|σ|. Points q in the
family F are characterized by L(q) = F (s, t) for some 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ t ≤ t′. We parameterize the map F for the parameter vector field
∂
∂s to push forward to the orthogonal complement of {Jλα}α∈σ. Below
we introduce a second vector field on the map F . We now assume that

γ0(t) and γ1(t) satisfy the generic condition that each ℓ
1/2
α , α ∈ σ, re-

stricted to the geodesics is not identically zero and thus by Corollary
4.10 has non zero initial derivative. The condition ensures that for t
positive the WP geodesic segments and image of F lie interior to T .

Definition 4.13. The pseudo geodesic variation field Q =
∑

σ∪τ akλk

satisfies Qℓ
1/2
j = (L(γ1(t))−L(γ0(t)))

(j), Q ⊥ Jλα, α ∈ σ, t > 0 for the

short geodesics σ, the relative length basis τ and jth tuple component.

The generic condition ensures that for t positive the image of F lies
interior to T and that there is a flow of Q beginning at γ0. On an integral
curve of Q the length numbers have a constant derivative L(γ1(t∗)) −
L(γ0(t∗)) for some value t∗. The flow of γ0(t) is a 2-parameter smooth
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family κ(s, t) satisfying

(8) κ(s, 0) = p, κ(0, t) = γ0(t),
∂

∂s
κ(s, t) ⊥ Jλα, α ∈ σ,

and L(κ(s, t)) = (1 − s)L(γ0(t)) + sL(γ1(t))

for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and sufficiently small positive t. The family κ(s, t)
interpolates γ0(t) to a differentiable curve γ∗(t) with length numbers
coinciding with γ1(t), in particular L(γ∗(t)) = L(γ1(t)).

Lemma 4.14. The pseudo geodesic variation field Q on the family

κ(s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 < t < t′ is bounded as follows: Q, [Q, λj ], j ∈ σ ∪ τ
and [Q, Jλα], α ∈ σ are O(t′) for the short geodesics σ and relative

length basis τ .

Proof. The derivatives of the root geodesic-lengths by Q are given

as Qℓ
1/2
j =

∑
k ak〈λk, λj〉. From Definition 4.13 on the family κ(s, t)

the coefficient vector is given as (ak) = P−1(L(γ1(t))−L(γ0(t))) for the
pairing matrix P = (〈λj , λk〉). From Lemma 4.2, the inverse P−1 is con-
tinuous at the point p. From Corollary 3.4, geodesic-lengths are convex
along geodesics, L is initially one-sided differentiable and consequently
(ak) and Q are suitably bounded. Next from Corollary 4.8 the Lie brack-
ets [λk, λj ] and [λk, Jλα] are bounded. To show that the Lie brackets
with Q are suitably bounded, it is enough since Q =

∑
akλk to show

that λjak and Jλαak are bounded as O(t). Since (ak) = P−1(L(γ1(t))−
L(γ0(t))), the desired bound will follow provided the derivatives of P−1

are bounded and the derivatives of (L(γ1(t)) − L(γ0(t))) are bounded
as O(t).

The pairing matrix P provides a continuous map into GL(R) with
a bound for the derivative of P providing a bound for the derivative
of the inverse. To consider a derivative V 〈λm, λk〉 = 〈DV λm, λk〉 +
〈λm, DV λk〉 for V = λj or Jλα, apply Theorem 4.7 and consider for

example DV λm = 3ℓ
−1/2
m 〈Jλm, V 〉Jλm + O(ℓ

3/2
m ‖V ‖). The principal

term has direction Jλm. Either m ∈ σ and by twist-length vanishing

the pairing 〈Jλm, λk

〉
vanishes or m ∈ τ and ℓ

−1/2
m is bounded in a

neighborhood of the point p. The derivative 〈DV λm, λk〉 and derivatives
of P are bounded.

We consider the derivatives of L. As already noted, the derivatives
{Jλα}α∈σ are the infinitesimal Fenchel-Nielsen twist deformations which
stabilize L. In particular, the evaluation dL(Jλα) is zero. It remains
to consider the λj derivative of the difference of L values in particular
〈λj , λk〉(γ1(t)) − 〈λj , λk〉(γ0(t)). The difference is O(t) from Corollary
4.11. The proof is complete.

The definition of geodesic-length is intrinsic. A Fenchel-Nielsen angle
is given in terms of the hyperbolic distance between designated points,
which are determined only after a partition is fixed, [Abi80, Bus92,
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IT92, Mas01, Wol82]. The differential of Fenchel-Nielsen angles is
characterized by dϑα(Tα′) = δαα′ for the infinitesimal angle variations
and ∂ϑα

∂ℓα′
= 0 for Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates (ℓα′ , ϑα′) with the defini-

tion of ∂
∂ℓα′

requiring the data of the selected partition and designated

points.
We seek to bound the differential of angle and variation of angle along

terminating WP geodesics. For this purpose, we introduce a quantity
closely related to the Fenchel-Nielsen angle and consider its differential
geometric properties. The intrinsically defined Fenchel-Nielsen angle

variation Tα = (2π)−1ℓ
3/2
α Jλα satisfies dϑα(Tα) = 1 for the geodesic α.

Definition 4.15. The Fenchel-Nielsen gauge is the differential 1-form

̺α = 2π(ℓ
3/2
α 〈λα, λα〉)

−1〈 , Jλα〉.

The gauge satisfies ̺α(Tα) = 1. We expect that the gauge is not a
closed 1-form and consider its exterior derivative d̺α(U, V ) = U̺α(V )−
V ̺α(U) − ̺α([U, V ]) for vector fields U, V . The exterior derivative is a
tensor and is determined by evaluation on a basis of tangent vectors.

Lemma 4.16. The Fenchel-Nielsen gauges satisfy

∑

α∈σ

̺2
α =

∑

α∈σ

(dϑα)2 ◦ projKer dL

(
1 +O

(
∑

α∈σ

ℓ3α

))

for the orthogonal projection projKer dL onto the kernel of the differential

of length number L. The Fenchel-Nielsen gauge exterior derivatives are

bounded as: |d̺α(Tα′ , λj)| is O(ℓ
3/2
α′ ℓ

−3/2
α ), and |d̺α(λj , λk)| is O(ℓ

−3/2
α )

for α, α′ ∈ σ, j, k ∈ σ ∪ τ for the short geodesics σ and relative length

basis τ .

Proof. We consider first the relation between gauges and angles. The
length number L and angles (ϑα)α∈σ combine to provide local coordi-
nates at p where from twist-length vanishing {Tα}α∈σ annihilate the
differential dL. It follows that the kernel of dL has dimension |σ|
and is spanned by the vectors {Tα}α∈σ. It follows from the defining
properties of Fenchel-Nielsen angles, angle variations and gauges that
dϑα(Tα′) = δαα′ and ̺α(Tα) = 1. It follows from Lemma 3.12 for α 6= α′

that ̺α(Tα′) is bounded as O(ℓ
3/2
α ℓ

3/2
α′ ). The expansion follows.

We consider the exterior derivative of a gauge. From twist-length
vanishing, it follows that ̺α(λj) = 0, j ∈ σ ∪ τ and consequently that
d̺α(Tα′ , λj) = −λj̺α(Tα′) − ̺α([Tα′ , λj ]), d̺α(λj , λk) = −̺α([λj , λk])
for α, α′ ∈ σ and j, k ∈ σ ∪ τ . It follows directly from the definition of

gauge and Corollary 4.8 that ̺α([Tα′ , λj ]) is bounded as O(ℓ
3/2
α′ ℓ

−3/2
α )

and ̺α([λj , λk]) is bounded as O(ℓ
−3/2
α ). It only remains to bound the

λj derivative of ̺α(Tα′) = ℓ
3/2
α′ ℓ

−3/2
α 〈λα, λα〉

−1〈λα, λα′〉. The derivative
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is zero for α = α′. We continue and consider the term λj(ℓ
3/2
α′ ℓ

−3/2
α ) =

3ℓα′ℓ
−3/2
α 〈λj , λα′〉 − 3ℓ

3/2
α′ ℓ−2

α 〈λj , λα〉 and the term 〈λα, λα〉
−1〈λα, λα′〉.

By Lemma 3.12 for α 6= α′ the product of terms is smaller than

O(ℓ
3/2
α′ ℓ

−3/2
α ), the desired bound.

We next consider the derivative

λj(〈λα, λα〉
−1〈λα, λα′〉) = −2〈λα, λα〉

−2〈Dλjλα, λα〉〈λα, λα′〉

+ 〈λα, λα〉
−1(〈Dλjλα, λα′〉 + 〈λα, Dλjλα′〉).

Again, by twist-length vanishing the principal term of Dλjλα vanishes

and the covariant derivative is bounded as O(ℓ
3/2
α ). The derivative

λj(〈λα, λα〉
−1〈λα, λα′〉) is bounded as O(ℓ

3/2
α + ℓ

3/2
α′ ). The bound for

λj̺α(Tα′) now follows. The proof is complete.
We review the notion of Alexandrov angle for CAT (0) metric spaces;

see [BH99, Chaps. I.1, I.2, II.3, esp. Chap. II.3, Prop. 3.1] for proper-
ties of angles in metric spaces. A triple of points (p, q, r) has Euclidean
comparison triangle with angle ∠(p, q, r) at p valued in the interval
[0, π] determined by the Law of Cosines 2d(p, q) d(p, r) cos ∠(p, q, r) =
d(p, q)2 + d(p, r)2 − d(q, r)2. For constant speed geodesics γ0(t), γ1(t)
with common initial point from the CAT (0) inequality, the comparison
angle for (γ0(0), γ0(t), γ1(t

′)) is a non decreasing function of t and t′;
see [BH99, Chap. II.3, Prop. 3.1]. The Alexandrov angle between the
constant speed geodesics γ0 and γ1 with initial point p is defined by the
limit

cos ∠(γ0, γ1) = lim
t→0

d(p, γ0(t))
2 + d(p, γ1(t))

2 − d(γ0(t), γ1(t))
2

2d(p, γ0(t)) d(p, γ1(t))
.

The Alexandrov angle for a triple of points (p, q, r) is defined in terms of
the geodesics connecting p to q and r. The Alexandrov angle (p, q, r) →
∠(p, q, r) is upper semi continuous. Geodesics at zero angle are said
to define the same direction. At zero angle provides an equivalence
relation on the geodesics beginning at a point p with the Alexandrov
angle providing a metric on the space of directions. The Alexandrov
tangent cone ACp is the set of constant speed geodesics beginning at p
modulo the equivalence relation same speed and at zero angle.

We will compare Fenchel-Nielsen angles for terminating geodesics in
terms of the geometry of level sets of the length number variation dL
and the length number L. A level set of dL over a level set of L (with
each ℓα positive) has the formal structure of a |σ|-fold product of bun-
dles R → R with R acting independently by translation on the fiber
and the base. The structure is explicit in terms of the local coordi-

nates (ϑα, ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β )α∈σ, β∈τ for a neighborhood of the augmentation

point p with (ϑα)α∈σ a partial collection of Fenchel-Nielsen angles, σ
the short geodesics and τ a relative length basis. In particular for a
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tangent vector V at a point q the level set of the pair dL(V ) over L(q)

is mapped to the pair (dϑα)(V ) ∈ R|σ| over (ϑα)(q) ∈ R|σ| with the
Lie group Flow(σ) acting by translation on the level set of L and the
Lie algebra of Flow(σ) acting by (dϑα)(V + Tα′) = (dϑα)(V ) + (δαα′).
Points q and r in a common level set of L are related by the element
of Flow(σ) given as (ϑα(q) − ϑα(r))α∈σ. Curves γ∗(t) and γ1(t) with
common length numbers L(γ∗(t)) = L(γ1(t)) are related by a family of
elements of Flow(σ) given as (ϑα(γ∗(t))−ϑα(γ1(t)))α∈σ with t-derivative
(dϑα)(γ′∗(t))− (dϑα)(γ′1(t)). We are ready to apply the above consider-
ations to the Fenchel-Nielsen angle difference.

The 2-parameter family κ(s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ t′ interpolates
between γ0(t) = κ(0, t) and the terminating differentiable curve γ∗(t) =
κ(1, t) satisfying L(γ∗(t)) = L(γ1(t)). We continue with the generic
condition that each ℓα, α ∈ σ, is non trivial on γ0(t) and on γ1(t).

Lemma 4.17. The geodesic γ1 and terminating curve γ∗ have com-

parison angle ∠(p, γ1(t), γ∗(t)) bounded as O(t). The angle is bounded

as O(t2 log 1/t) for γ0 and γ1 with coinciding initial derivatives for L.

Proof. We first use the family κ(s, t) to bound the Fenchel-Nielsen
gauge on γ∗(t). To this purpose consider Stoke’s Theorem for the dif-
ferential 1-form ̺α and the rectangle: κ(s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′.
We bound the integral of d̺α over the rectangle and the integral of
̺α on the three boundaries: κ(0, t) = γ0(t), t

′′ ≤ t ≤ t′; κ(s, t′′) and
κ(s, t′), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 to obtain a bound for ̺α on γ∗(t), t

′′ ≤ t ≤ t′. The
gauge ̺α on γ0(t) is bounded as O(t) by Corollary 4.10 and by orthog-
onality of Q to {Jλα} the gauge ̺α vanishes on κ(s, t′′) and κ(s, t′),
0 ≤ s ≤ 1. The sum of the three boundary integrals is bounded as
O(t′(t′− t′′)). The 2-dimensional integrand is d̺α( ∂

∂sκ,
∂
∂tκ). The deriv-

ative ∂
∂sκ is the pseudo geodesic variation field Q which by Lemma 4.14

is bounded in norm as O(t) and as O(t2) for γ0 and γ1 with coinciding
initial derivatives for L. The derivative ∂

∂tκ is the Q-flow of the deriv-

ative γ′0(t) and from Lemma 4.14 the norm of ‖ ∂
∂tκ‖ is bounded. Now

from Lemma 4.16, the evaluation d̺α( ∂
∂sκ,

∂
∂tκ) is bounded as O(tℓ

−3/2
α )

and as O(t2ℓ
−3/2
α ) for coinciding initial derivatives of L. Upon integrat-

ing in s, it follows that the integral of d̺α over the rectangle is bounded

by the integral of tℓ
−3/2
α on t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′ and by the integral of t2ℓ

−3/2
α on

t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′ for coinciding initial derivatives of L. The generic condition

for γ0 and γ1, Corollary 4.10 and (8) provide that ℓ
1/2
α is bounded below

by a positive multiple of t. In summary, it follows that the integral of
the gauge on γ∗(t) for t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′ is bounded by the integral of t−2 on
t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′ and by the integral of t−1 on t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′ for coinciding initial
derivatives of L. By the mean value theorem, ̺α is bounded as O(t−2)
and as O(t−1) for coinciding initial derivatives of L.
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We next introduce a second family to bound the angle displacement
from γ1 to γ∗. As described the family in the Lie group, Flow(σ) is
given as (ϑα(γ∗(t))− ϑα(γ1(t)))α∈σ in the parameter t. The differential
1-form dϑα is closed and consequently the integrals of dϑα on γ∗(t) and
γ1(t) for t′′ ≤ t ≤ t′ bound the difference of the t′′ and t′ displacement
(ϑα(γ∗(t

′′)) − ϑα(γ1(t
′′))) − (ϑα(γ∗(t

′)) − ϑα(γ1(t
′))). In fact, the dis-

placement is contained in Ker dL in which case from Lemma 4.16, we
have the comparability

∑
|̺α| ≍ (

∑
̺2

α)1/2 ≍ (
∑
dϑ2

α)1/2 ≍
∑

|dϑα|.
We now combine the Corollary 4.10 bound for the gauge on γ1(t) with
the above bound for the gauge on γ∗(t). In total, the difference of the
t′′ and t′ displacement in Flow(σ) from γ1 to γ∗ is bounded as O(t′′−1)
in general and as O(log 1/t′′) for coinciding initial derivatives of L.

We are ready to bound the WP length of the displacement from γ1(t
′′)

to γ∗(t
′′). Again, the sums

∑
|dϑα| and

∑
|̺α| are comparable; the WP

metric on a level set of L is comparable to
∑
ℓ
3/2
α |̺α| from Definition

4.15 with ℓ
1/2
α bounded as O(t′′). Combining estimates the WP length of

the displacement is bounded as O(t′′2) and O(t′′3 log 1/t′′) for coinciding
initial derivatives of L. The final item is to bound d(p, γ∗(t)) from below
by a positive multiple of t. A bound follows from the Corollary 4.10

expansion for the distance dT (σ) and the lower bound for ℓ
1/2
α in terms

of t. The bounds for the comparison angle follow. The proof is complete.

We are now ready to describe for the augmentation point p an isom-

etry between the Alexandrov tangent cone ACp and the product R
|σ|
≥0 ×

TpT (σ) with the first factor the Euclidean orthant and the second factor
the stratum tangent space with WP metric. The mapping for a geo-
desic γ(t) terminating at p is given by associating for the length numbers

L(γ(t)) = (ℓ
1/2
α , ℓ

1/2
β )α∈σ, β∈τ (γ(t)) the initial one-sided derivative

Λ : γ → (2π)1/2 dL(γ)

dt
(0).

By the selection of the relative length basis, the tuple (ℓ
1/2
β )β∈τ provides

local coordinates at p for the stratum T (σ) and thus,

(2π)1/2


dℓ

1/2
β (γ)

dt
(0)




β∈τ

defines a vector in the tangent space TpT (σ) with WP inner prod-

uct. The positive orthant R
|σ|
≥0 ⊂ R|σ| is considered with the Eu-

clidean inner product. The Alexandrov tangent cone is given the struc-
ture of a cone in an inner product space through the formal relation
〈γ0, γ1〉 = ‖γ′0‖‖γ

′
1‖ cos ∠(γ0, γ1). We present the main result.
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Theorem 4.18. The mapping Λ from the WP Alexandrov tangent

cone ACp to R
|σ|
≥0 × TpT (σ) is an isometry of cones with restrictions

of inner products. A WP terminating geodesic γ with a root geodesic-

length function initial derivative
dℓ

1/2
α (γ)
dt (0) vanishing is contained in the

stratum {ℓα = 0}, T (σ) ⊂ {ℓα = 0}. Geodesics γ0 and γ1 at zero angle

have comparison angles ∠(p, γ0(t), γ1(t)) bounded as O(t).

Proof. The primary matter is the expansions for the arc length of
segments γ0(t), γ∗(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ t′ and κ(s, t′) for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. The
goal is to express quantities in an appropriate form ct + O(t2). By
Corollary 4.10, the projection of the tangent field γ′0(t) onto the span
of {Jλα}α∈σ is bounded as O(t4). From the proof of Lemma 4.17, the
evaluation ̺α(γ′∗(t)) is bounded as O(t−2), and from Definition 4.15, the
projection of the tangent field γ′∗(t) onto {Jλα}α∈σ is bounded as O(t)
with resulting contribution O(t′2) to the length of γ∗. The bounds for
〈γ′0, Jλj〉 and 〈γ′1, Jλj〉 combined with Theorem 4.7 also provide that the
t-derivative of 〈γ′0, λj〉 and 〈γ′∗, λj〉 = 〈γ′1, λj〉 are bounded. The tangent
fields of the curves γ0 and γ∗ satisfies the desired form 〈γ′(t), λj〉 =
〈γ′(0), λj〉 + O(t). The curves γ0, γ∗, and κ are contained in a radius t
neighborhood of the point p. From Corollary 4.11, the matrix of pairings
P = (〈λj , λk〉) has an expansion of the form ct + O(t2). Similarly the
length numbers L(γ0(t)), L(γ1(t)) and L(γ∗(t)), as well as the pseudo
geodesic variation field Q =

∑
akλk for (ak) = P−1(L(γ1(t))−L(γ0(t)))

all have expansions of the form ct + O(t2). It now follows that the
arc lengths of γ0, γ∗, and κ are given modulo terms of order O(t2) by
evaluating initial tangents in the WP pairing matrix at p. It further
follows that the mapping Λ is length preserving and that the coefficient
for the principal term for the arc length of κ is given by the length of
Λ(γ0) − Λ(γ∗) in the tangent space of the cone. It further follows that
the principal terms for the distance d(γ0(t

′), γ∗(t
′)) and the arc length

of κ(s, t′) coincide. In conclusion from Lemma 4.17, the mapping Λ is
an isometry of length and angle on the set of geodesics with all {ℓα}α∈σ

non trivial.

The considerations provide that Λ is length preserving for all ele-
ments of the Alexandrov tangent cone. It now follows from the trian-
gle inequality for Alexandrov angle that Λ is an isometry on its do-
main, [BH99, Chap. I.1, Prop. 1.14]. To show that Λ is a surjec-
tion, consider the Taylor expansion for the length number. It follows
from Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.10 that on a geodesic γ, L(t) =
L(0) + L′(0)t + O(t2‖γ‖) with a uniform constant for the remain-
der. We consider (L(t)−L(0))t−1 = L′(0) + O(t‖γ‖) and observe that
since L is an open map the left hand side limits to a surjective map to
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R
|σ|
≥0×TpT (σ). And finally, Corollary 4.10 provides for the strata and ini-

tial geodesic-length derivative behavior for terminating geodesics. The
proof is complete.

The structure of ACp provides simple invariants for the point p. The
dimension dimACp of the cone and the dimension dim T (σ) of the max-
imal vector subspace are intrinsic. Additionally, the representation of
an orthant as a product of half lines is unique modulo permutation of
factors. We now observe that a pair of T closed strata are either disjoint
or one contained in the other or intersect orthogonally. In particular,
for a component of a proper intersection of closed strata S1 and S2 there
are simple free homotopy classes α1 and α2 with α1 a σ-null for S1 but
not for S2 and α2 a σ-null for S2 but not for S1. At a point p of the
intersection the half lines for α1 and α2 are tangents to S1 and S2 in
ACp and are orthogonal.

An important property for non positively curved Riemannian mani-
folds is that the exponential map is distance non decreasing. An inverse
exponential map exp−1

p : T → ACp is defined by associating to q ∈ T the
unique geodesic connecting p to q with speed d(p, q). The map is not an
injection since geodesics at zero angle with common speed are mapped
to a common element of ACp. The map is distance non increasing as
follows. From the CAT (0) inequality and definition of the Alexandrov
angle points on geodesics beginning at p have distance satisfying

d(γ0(t), γ1(t))
2 ≥ d(p, γ0(t))

2 + d(p, γ1(t))
2

− 2d(p, γ0(t)) d(p, γ1(t)) cos ∠(γ0, γ1).

For equality for a single value of t the Flat Triangle Lemma [BH99,
Chap. II.2 Prop. 2.9] provides that the geodesics are contained in a flat
subspace of T . The flat subspaces were characterized in [Wol03, Prop.
16].

A further feature of the Alexandrov angle is a first variation formula
for the distance from a point to a geodesic. For a unit-speed geodesic
γ(t) beginning at p the distance d(γ(t), q) to a point not on the geodesic
is convex with initial one-sided derivative satisfying

d

dt
d(γ(t), q)(0+) = − cos ∠(γ, γpq)

for γpq the geodesic connecting p to q, [BH99, Chap. II.3, Coro. 3.6].
We consider simple applications of the variational formula.

The first is Yamada’s observed non refraction of WP geodesics on
T : a length minimizing path at most changes strata at its endpoints,
[DW03, Wol03]. Specifically, consider a pair of unit-speed geodesics
γ0(t), γ1(t) with initial point p such that the reverse path along γ0 fol-
lowed by γ1 is length minimizing. The Alexandrov angle between the
tangents at p is π. Specifically, the comparison distance d(γ0(t), γ1(t)) is
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at least that of the path from γ0(t) to p to γ1(t) and thus limt→0 d(γ0(t),
γ1(t))/2t = 1 and the angle is π. Elements of ACp at angle π neces-
sarily lie in the subspace TpT (σ) and from the Theorem are tangent to
paths contained in T (σ). It further follows that the geodesics are seg-
ments on a single geodesic. The second application concerns projecting
geodesics; see Definition 4.9. A projecting geodesic ς(t) with initial point

p has tangent in ACp orthogonal to the subspace ACp(T (σ)) as follows.

An element of the Alexandrov tangent cone of T (σ) is represented by
geodesics γ(t′) beginning at p and contained in the stratum. Minimizing
the distance to the stratum provides that d(ς(t), p) ≤ d(ς(t), γ(t′)) for
all t, t′. From the variational formula, it follows that ∠(ς, γ) ≥ π/2.
Orthogonality now follows from two observations. A pair of vectors in a
positive Euclidean orthant form an angle of at most π/2. The orthogo-
nal complement in ACp of the Euclidean orthant is the linear subspace
of geodesics containing p as an interior point.

The third application concerns limits of geodesics, [Bro05].

Example 4.19. Length-minimizing concatenations of geodesics.

A characterization of limits in terms of concatenations of geodesic
segments is provided in [Wol03, Sec. 7]. The resulting concatena-
tions were found to be the unique length-minimizing paths connecting
an initial and terminal point and intersecting a prescribed sequence of
closures of strata. We apply the above variational formula to show that
such concatenation paths satisfy a strong form of the classical angle of

incidence and reflection equality. To this purpose consider a pair of
geodesics γ0 and γ1 each with initial point p on T (σ), γ0 with endpoint
q and γ1 with endpoint r. Consider that the concatenation γ0 + γ1 is
a length-minimizing path connecting q and r to a point of T (σ). A

geodesic κ beginning at p contained in T (σ) provides a variation of the
configuration. The initial derivative of distance d(q, p) + d(r, p) along κ
is − cos ∠(γ0, κ) − cos ∠(γ1, κ). The geodesics beginning at p contained

in T (σ) fill out the Alexandrov tangent cone ACp(T (σ)). It follows
that the sum in ACp of the initial tangents of γ0 and γ1 has vanishing

projection onto the subcone ACp(T (σ)), the first conclusion.

Equality at p of the initial derivatives dℓ
1/2
α (γ0)

dt and dℓ
1/2
α (γ1)

dt is the
further property of concatenations resulting as limits of geodesics of T .
The basic observation is that along a geodesic γ(t) the projection of the
tangent onto the span of {λα, Jλα} has square norm f(t) = 〈λα,

d
dt〉

2 +

〈Jλα,
d
dt〉

2 a Lipschitz function with small constant. In particular, from
Theorem 4.7 the t-derivative of f(t) has vanishing principal term and

is consequently bounded as O(ℓ
3/2
α ). On a segment of γ(t) with ℓ

1/2
α ≤

c0, the function f(t) is Lipschitz with constant O(c30). We consider
a sequence of segments of geodesics converging to the concatenation,
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[Wol03, Sec. 7]. The segments converge to γ0 +γ1 in the compact-open
topology of T with 〈λα,

d
dt〉 and 〈Jλα,

d
dt〉 converging correspondingly.

We combine the expansions 〈λα,
d
dt〉 = aα(γj) + O(tℓ3α/2), j = 1, 2,

〈Jλα,
d
dt〉 = O(tℓ3α/2) of Corollary 4.10 for γ0 and γ1 with the Lipschitz

bound for f(t) for ℓ
1/2
α ≤ c0 to find that aα(γ0)

2 = aα(γ1)
2 +O(c30). The

conclusion follows.
We describe an application for homomorphic group actions by isome-

tries. Farb and Masur [FM98], Bestvina and Fujiwara [BF02], as well
as Hamenstadt [Ham06] have important general results on the finite-
ness of group homomorph images into the mapping class group.

Example 4.20. Combinatorial harmonic maps.

Wang [Wan98, Wan00], followed by Izeki and Nayatani [IN05] have
studied equivariant energy minimizing maps from simplicial complexes
to complete CAT (0) spaces. This is the setting for Margulis superrigid-
ity for lattices in semisimple algebraic groups over p-adic fields. Wang
formulated a notion of energy for an equivariant map, provided the tar-
get is locally compact and the group action is reductive. A criterion
for existence of a energy minimizing map in a homotopy class is pre-
sented in terms of a Poincaré-type inequality for maps of the links of
vertices to the target tangent cones. Izeki and Nayatani extended the
approach of Wang to include non locally compat CAT (0) spaces and to
remove the hypothesis for a reductive group action. We now present the
Izeki and Nayatani results [IN05, Thrms. 1.1 and 1.2] for the setting
of the augmented Teichmüller space and describe examples of simplicial
complexes with suitable group actions.

Theorem 4.21. Let X be a connected simplicial complex with con-

nected links of vertices. Let Γ be a finitely generated group acting prop-

erly discontinuously by automorphisms of X with compact quotient. As-

sume for the link of each vertex of X that the first non zero eigenvalue of

the Laplacian is greater than 1/2. Further let Y be a complete CAT (0)
space with each Alexandrov tangent cone isometric to a closed convex

cone in a Hilbert space. Then an isometric action of Γ on Y has a fixed

point.

The augmented Teichmüller space T provides an example of a suitable
target space with the WP isometry group the extended mapping class
group [BM07, MW02, Wol03]. The fixed points of WP isometries
are understood [DW03, Wol03]. A WP isometry fixing a point of T
is realized as a conformal automorphism of the corresponding Riemann
surface. A WP isometry fixing a point of T −T is reducible pseudoperi-
odic (fixes a simplex of curves with a power having periodic component
mappings) in the sense of Thurston, [Thu88]. A group fixing a point of
T −T is realized as an extension of the conformal automorphisms of the
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corresponding Riemann surface with nodes. The extension is by a group
of Dehn twists about the curves in the simplex for the null stratum of
the fixed point.

Examples of source spaces with group actions are provided by suitable
Euclidean buildings and Ballman-Świa̧tkowski complexes, [IN05, Ex-
amples 1 and 2]. A building is a simplicial complex that can be expressed
as a union of subcomplexes (called apartments) satisfying a certain set
of axioms. A building is Euclidean if its apartments are isomorphic to
a Euclidean Coxeter complex. The quotient space X = PGL(n; Qp)/
PGL(n; Zp) is the vertex set of a Euclidean building for p a prime, Qp

the p-adic number field and Zp-the p-adic integers. For n = 3, X is
a two-dimensional simplicial complex with links of vertices all isomor-
phic to a common regular bipartite graph with first non zero eigenvalue
of the Laplacian greater than 1/2. Examples of suitable groups Γ are
provided by cocompact lattices in PGL(3; Qp).

Ballman and Świa̧tkowski described contractible two–dimensional
simplicial complexes with links of vertices all isomorphic. They con-
sidered a finite group H with a set S of non trivial generators and the
Cayley graph C of H with respect to S. Provided the minimal number of
edges of a closed circuit in C is at least 6 there exists a two-dimensional
simplicial complex X with all links of vertices isomorphic to C. Pro-
vided H has a presentation 〈S | R〉 then the group Γ with presentation
〈S∪{τ} | R∪{τ2}∪{(sτ)3 | s ∈ S}〉 acts properly discontinuously by au-
tomorphisms onX with compact quotient. Sarnak has described Cayley
graphs of finite groups with first non zero eigenvalue of the Laplacian
greater than 1/2, [Sar90, Chap. 3].
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